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ABSTRACT
Zheng, Lei. Ph.D., Department of Biomedical, Industrial and Human Factors Engineering, En-
gineering Ph. D. Program, Wright State University, 2012. An Optimization Approach to Indoor
Location Problem Based on Received Signal Strength.
This research was motivated by the desire of a Fortune 100 retail company to track
its customers’ behaviors through the implementation of a low-cost indoor location system
using received signal devices. Indoor location through received signal strength (RSS) is of
low costs, yet it suffers from poor accuracy due to lack of direct line-of-sight, multi-path
ratio propagation, and various interferences. To improve its location estimation accuracy,
therefore, we propose a mathematical programming based propagation approach for RSS
based location systems. The core of our approach is an optimization model that minimizes
the sum of squared errors of signal strength. In particular, the model integrates the two
steps in a traditional optimization model: (a) regression analysis to find the relationship
between the signal strength and distance, and (b) minimization of sum of squared error of
the distance into one holistic model. By doing so, it provides a more direct and effective
model for solving the RSS based indoor location problem. In addition, the optimization
model is preceded by a Kalman filter model to smooth noise in the original data, and the
model is expanded to link multiple time intervals into a multi-step optimization model
that constrains the distance between successive steps to satisfy a feasible walking speed
limit at a grocery store. To reduce computational time, an enhanced simulated annealing
algorithm with dynamic neighborhood is developed to quickly find near optimal solutions.
Our computational results showed that compared to traditional approaches, our approach
is able to provide more robust and accurate solutions, reducing location estimation errors
by 20% to 30%, and is computationally more efficient. Our approach will enable the RSS
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Introduction
Navigation and positioning are critical tasks in our daily activities. For example, every day
we need to know how to get to school or work, and where we can find a nearby restaurant
and how to get there. Location sensing can be roughly divided into indoor and outdoor
awareness. While much progress has been made in addressing the outdoor location prob-
lem thanks to the development of global positioning systems (GPS), the indoor location
problem remains a difficult challenge due to the issues like severe multipath problem, low
probability for availability of line-of-sight (LOS) path, and specific site parameters such as
floor layout, moving objects and numerous reflecting surfaces [Liu et al., 2007]. However,
indoor location systems have been adopted in various applications, such as warehouse oper-
ations, retail stores, hospitals, airports, museums, just to name a few, and thus have become
a focus of research in both academia and industry.
1.1 Motivation and Objective of the Research
This research is motivated by the desire of a Fortune 100 retailer company to track its
customer movement and behavior in its grocery stores through the implementation of a
low-cost indoor location system using received signal strength. To achieve this goal, the
company has designed a set of signal senders (called mobile stations) attached to shopping
carts and installed as many as 50 to 60 signal receivers (called base stations) on the roof of
each of its stores. However, because a large number of stores (more than 2,000 nationwide)
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are involved, each of which has hundreds of carts, the total number of mobile stations and
base stations required will be astronomical. As a consequence, a low-cost infrastructure
is preferable. The objective of the research, therefore, is to develop a low-cost effective
integrated indoor location system for the company. With the help of the indoor location
system, the company can accurately identify their customers locations, despite of the chal-
lenges of missing and noisy data due to the signal interferences caused by the environment
of its grocery store, the frequent movement of customers and some other technical issues.
1.2 Outdoor Locating Problem
A GPS pinpoints the locations of objects on the planet by finding the relative distance
between the objects (signal receivers) and one or multiple fixed reference points (satellites).
More specifically, based on the travel time of a radio signal emanating from a satellite to a
receiver, the distance between the satellite and the signal receiver equals the transmission
delay multiplied by the velocity of the electromagnetic wave, i.e., d = c · t, where d is
the distance (in meter) between the satellite and the signal receiver, c is the velocity of
electromagnetic wave (299,792,458 meter / second), and t is the transmission delay (in
second). Fig. 1.1 illustrates how a GPS works with a trilateration method which can
detect the exact location of an object in a 2-D (latitude and longitude) space. Based on
the signal transmission delays, the distances between the object and satellites 1, 2, and 3
can be calculated. This means the object should be somewhere on circles 1, and circle
2, and circle 3 at the same time. Under the ideal circumstance when there is no error in
signal transmission, the object is located at the intersection point of the three circles (as
illustrated in Fig. 1.1). Suppose the centers of the three circles are (0,0), (0,a) and (i, j),
and the corresponding radiuses are d1, d2 and d3. The detailed solution has a closed-form






















Figure 1.1: Locating Object O with the Trilateration Method under the Ideal Circumstance
in a 2D Space
Generally speaking, employing 2 satellites (reference points) is usually sufficient to
determine 2 possible locations of an object in a 2D space, and the tie is broken by introduc-
ing the third satellite.
In practice, however, the measurement error makes trilateration a little more compli-
cated. In particular, suppose the distance between the object and a satellite lies in a range,
then the object should be located at the circular band of the satellite. In such a case, addi-
tional satellites will help narrow down the domain of the object to the conjunction of more
circular bands. To extend the location problem to a 3D space, a minimum of four satellites
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are needed in order to detect the position of an object.
1.3 Indoor Locating Problem
Compared to outdoor locating problems, developing effective indoor locating systems,
however, could be much more difficult due to the issue of signal blocking in indoor en-
vironment. When the signals reaching the receiver are influenced by some perturbations,









Figure 1.2: Indoor Location Problems in a 2D Space
How to pinpoint the exact location of an object is an interesting optimization problem
to be solved. Before we present our proposed approach to the indoor location problem,
however, let us first review some techniques currently used in Indoor location.
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1.4 Infrastructures of Indoor Locating Systems
The infrastructures of indoor locating systems can be broadly categorized into three types:
wireless local access network (WLAN), sensor network, and ultra wideband (UWB) [Sun
et al., 2010]. Based on their signal type, , systems designed for indoor localization can be
classified into four types [Lim et al., 2006] : infrared, ultrasound, ultra-wide band and ra-
dio frequency. In addition, different techniques exist for estimating the position of a mobile
device are as follows [Fuicu et al., 2009a, Grosmann et al., 2006]:
Cell based technique, in which the position of the device is simply located around the
position of the access point where the device is connected.
Signal propagation time based technique, which determines the position of the device
using the receiving time of the signal transmitted from several access points.
Signal angle of arrival based technique, which estimates the position of the device based
on the measured angle of the received signal from surrounding access points.
Received signal strength (RSS) based technique, which estimates the position of the de-
vice via the received signal strength from the surrounding access points.
In the cell based positioning technique, since all mobile devices know the Media Ac-
cess Control (MAC) hardware address of the Access Point (AP) to which they are con-
nected, this technique can be used in every WLAN infrastructure [Grosmann et al., 2006].
The cell based positioning method is easy to implement, yet it is not largely used because
of its lack of accuracy [Fuicu et al., 2009a, Guvenc et al., 2003, Helen et al., 2001].
In the signal propagation time based method, the distances between the APs and the
target device can be calculated directly based on the measured propagation time and the
known signal propagation speed, and hence the position of the target device can be esti-
mated [Broxton et al., 2005]. This method has two important variations: ToA (Time of
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Arrival) and TDoA (Time Difference of Arrival). Compared to the cell based positioning
technique, the signal propagation time based method offers increased location accuracy
but requires precise clock synchronization and more expensive infrastructure [Fuicu et al.,
2009a].
In the signal angle of arrival based technique, additional hardware is needed to mea-
sure the angle of the received signal. In addition, the signal angle of arrival based tech-
nique requires antenna arrays at each node which result in the increase of the complexity of
the existing system, as well as worse performance in multipath environment [Fuicu et al.,
2009a].
RSS based technique can be applied to the existing WLAN infrastructure and does
not need any extra hardware attached to the target device. The network card in the mobile
device continuously measures the RSSI (Radio Signal Strength Indicator) of the APs in
its neighborhood. The information is available due to beacon broadcast multiple times
per second [Retscher et al., 2006]. Based on the RSSI the mobile device can estimate its
distance from the AP for which it measures the RSSI. Using at least three APs with pre-
determined positions, a mobile device can estimate its position based on measured RSSIs
from these APs [Fuicu et al., 2009b].
Alternatively, the RSS based method can also be applied to a different kind of in-
frastructure where the APs are signal receivers, whereas the mobile device is the signal
transmitter. In this case, the distance from the mobile device to every AP can be also calcu-
lated, given the RSS value measured by these APs. Then the location of the mobile device
can be estimated in the same way as that in the WLAN case.
Among different types of indoor location techniques, those based on the RSSI of wire-
less access points are becoming increasingly more popular due to the wide availability of
mobile wireless networks and applications. The main advantages of the RSS based loca-
tion systems include that they do not require any additional sensor/actuator infrastructure,
are applicable to standard wireless local area networks, and can use currently available
6
communication parameters and downloadable wireless maps for position determination.
The challenging problem with the RSS based indoor location systems and triangula-
tion method, however, is the erratic behaviors of radio frequencies and signals in an indoor
environment. These erratic behaviors can greatly decrease the accuracies of RSSI mea-
surements and thus make it virtually impossible to derive a closed form solution model to
triangulate the position of the mobile station.
Because the RSS based infrastructure has been adopted by the company, our research
focuses on the RSS based approach to the indoor location problem.
1.5 Indoor Locating Models
The RSS based indoor locating models can be classified into two types, the empirical mod-
els and propagation models [Shih, 2003]. The former are based directly on measured RSS
values, whereas the later are based on the estimated distances from the targets to APs,
which are derived from the measured RSS values. The following two sections describe
these two types of models in more details.
1.5.1 Empirical Model
In an empirical model, a radio-map is pre-constructed and stored in a database. The radio-
map contains the records of locations (coordinates) and their corresponding RSS values (a
RSS vector) from the access points for each location. When the system predicts an objects
location, it collects all RSS values from all the access points to get a RSS vector and then
compare the RSS vector to the RSS vectors in the database. Methods based on the empirical
model are also referred to as fingerprinting methods.
The construction of the radio map begins by dividing the area of interest into cells,
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and RSS values for a certain period of time are collected in calibration points inside the
cells and stored in the radio map [Honkavirta et al., 2009]. The ith element in the radio
map has the form
Mi = (Bi,{~ai, j| j ∈ Ni}), i = 1, . . . ,M (1.2)
where Bi is the ith cell, whose center pi is the ith calibration point. Vector ~ai, j contains the
RSS values measured from the access point APj. Given the radio map, the methods to infer
the state (location) of a mobile device from the received RSS vector can be categorized as
a deterministic framework or a probabilistic framework [Honkavirta et al., 2009].
In a deterministic framework, the state is assumed a non-random vector [Bahl and
Padmanabhan, 2000], and its main objective is to compute the estimate of the state x̂ at











where all weights wi are non-negative [Honkavirta et al., 2009]. One possible weight wi is





where ȳ is the measurement vector, āi is the vector of the means of the RSSI values of each
AP at the ith calibration point, and the norm ‖·‖ is arbitrary [Honkavirta et al., 2009]. Al-
though the Euclidean norm (2-norm) is usually used in most research and applications, the
Manhattan norm (1-norm) is also very common in location estimation (e.g.[Bahl and Pad-
manabhan, 2000], [Li et al., 2006] and [Prasithsangaree et al., 2002]). When the estimator
(1.3) keeps the K largest weights and sets the other weights to zero, it is called the Weighted
K-nearest neighbor (WKNN) method [Honkavirta et al., 2009] [Li et al., 2006]. If all the
weights in WKNN are set to the same value, it is specialized to the K-nearest neighbor
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(KNN) method [Bahl and Padmanabhan, 2000]. In addition, when K=1,KNN becomes the
nearest neighbor (NN) method [Saha et al., 2003]. Generally speaking, WKNN and KNN
perform better than NN. Nevertheless, if the radio map has a high density, the NN method
can become competitive to the other methods[Honkavirta et al., 2009].
In the contrary to the deterministic framework, the probabilistic framework assumes
the state x to be a random variable, and its key idea is to compute the conditional probability
density function pX |Y (x|y) , p(x|y) (posterior), which contains all the necessary informa-
tion to compute an arbitrary estimate of the state and estimate of the error [Honkavirta




where p(y|x) is the likelihood, p(x) is the prior and p(y) is a normalization factor. The










where |Bi| is the volume of Bi and χBi(x) is the indicator function defined as
χBi(x) =
{1, x ∈ Bi
0, x /∈ Bi
(1.7)
It is usually assumed that the RSS values collected at the calibration point represent
the distribution of RSS in the whole cell, i.e., the likelihood is constant inside each cell Bi







where p(y|i)= pVi(y− āi), and vi = y− āi. It is also common to assume that the components





pVi j(y j− āi j) (1.9)
where y ∈ Rny . The probability density function pVi j of the measurement error of the RSS
from the jth station in ith cell is proportional to the current centralized histogram in the
radio map if the calibration time is long enough [Honkavirta et al., 2009]. Hence the
normalized centralized histogram HVi j(x) is the natural approximation of pVi j . In practice,
however, the calibration time is usually not long enough and thus results in incomplete data
as a consequence. The incomplete data means that bins with zero probability occur in some
part of the histograms, but this issue can be addressed by applying a uniform prior which
assigns a small fraction of the total probability mass to all the bins [Honkavirta et al., 2009,
Roos et al., 2002].
There are several approaches to computing the likelihood, such as the histogram
method, kernel method [Roos et al., 2002], Gaussian method [Haeberlen et al., 2004], and
Log-normal method [Kaemarungsi, 2006].
A main issue of the empirical model is that constructing a radio map is usually costly
and time-consuming, and the constructed radio map is usually case-dependent and cannot
be applied to other environment.
1.5.2 Propagation Model
Compared to the empirical model, the propagation model is more flexible. The theoretical
foundation of this model is that when a radio signal travels in an environment, the RSS
value can be characterized as a function of the distance between the signal sender and re-
ceiver. Therefore, given a set of RSS values, the corresponding distance from an object
(signal sender) to access points (whose locations are known) can be calculated, and then
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using some method such as trilateration, the location of the object can be determined. Be-
cause the object’s location depends solely on its relative distance to surrounding access
points, the software part of the system can be reused in any other environments.
The mathematical models for obtaining the distance between an object (signal re-
ceiver) and access points are based on the signal strength measurements, as shown in the











Pt signal power at the emitter
Pr signal power at the receiver
d propagation distance between emitter and receiver
λ carrier wavelength
f carrier frequency
c speed of light










Note that in formula (1.11), to calculate the distance between the object and AP, the
infrastructure of the indoor locating system should be able to measure the signal power at
the emitter Pt and signal power at the receiver Pr. However, when only the signal power at
the receiver can be measured, a path loss model is used[Farahani, 2008]:
Pd = P0−10 ·n · log10( f )−10 ·n · log10(d)+30 ·n−32.44 (1.12)
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where
Pd the signal power (in dBm) at distance d
P0 the signal power (in dBm) at zero distnace from the antenna
f the signal frequency (in MHz)
d the distance (in meters) from the antenna
n the path-loss exponent, which is determined by the enviroment
With a propagation model, the distance between the object and AP can be calculated,
and then the traditional trilateration method mentioned above can be applied to locate the
object. For example, in a 2-D space, suppose there are three APs, named s1, s2 and s3,
and the distance between the object O to the three APs are d1, d2 and d3. According to
trilateration method, the object should be located at the intersection of the circles in which
center at si with a radius di (i = 1,2,3). In the ideal case, the intersection of the 3 circles is
one single point, as shown in Fig. (1.1). Then the location of the object can be obtained by












In practice, however, the signals are usually influenced by perturbations. As a result,
the interaction of the three circles will be a domain instead of a point, as shown in Fig.












The location of the object can be estimated as the center of mass of domain D, which












In model (1.14) , there are two traditional ideas to approximate the location of O: One
is based on geometric methods [Fuicu et al., 2009a] and the other is based on optimization
techniques [Farahani, 2008] . The details of the geometric methods [Fuicu et al., 2009a]
and the optimization methods [Farahani, 2008] are described in chapter 2.
1.6 Proposed Models and Techniques of the Research
In this research, we proposed a mathematical programming based propagation approach to
addressing the RSS based indoor location problem. The core of our approach is an opti-
mization model that minimizes the sum of squared errors (SSE) of signal strength, rather
than the SSE of distances used in previous studies. In particular, the model integrates the
two steps in a traditional optimization model – (a) regression analysis to find the relation-
ship between signal strength and distance, and (b) minimization of the SSE of distance –
into one holistic model. By doing so, it provides a more direct and effective model for
solving the RSS based indoor location problem.
In addition, the optimization model is preceded by a Kalman filter model to smooth
noise in the original data. The model is also expanded to link multiple time intervals into
a multi-step optimization model that constrains the distance between successive steps to
satisfy a feasible walking speed limit at a grocery store. To reduce computational time,
an enhanced simulated annealing algorithm with dynamic neighborhood is developed to
quickly find near optimal solutions.
Computation results have shown that compared to traditional methods for RSS based
indoor location systems, our proposed approach is able to provide more robust and accurate
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solutions, reducing location errors by 20% to 30%. Our approach will enable the RSS based
indoor location system to be efficiently expandable to other stores without significant costs;
this is especially important considering the large number of stores to be involved in our
client company.
The proposed integrated indoor location system involves three modules: the data pre-
processing module, the regression model development module, and the multi-step opti-
mization module. During the data preprocessing, noisy data is smoothed using the Kalman
filter technique. The purpose of the regression model development is to predict a single-
step location (i.e., at a single time-interval) of a mobile station. It is achieved by first using
the pass-loss model to fit the data from each base station by minimizing the sum of squared
errors (SSE) of the strength of the signal received by the base station and then combining
information from multiple base stations. Next, multiple time intervals are linked into a
multi-step optimization procedure that constrains the length of the shortest path between
successive steps to be within a feasible speed limit and prevents locations of infeasible
regions within the store.
The proposed system has the following five major merits. First, it is of a low cost
compared to finger printing techniques. Second, it has the capability to handle incomplete
data compared to other modeling techniques (e.g. neural network) whose performance
can be greatly affected by missing values. Third, the objective of the regression model
is to minimize the sum squared of errors (SSE) of signal strength rather than the SSE of
distances used in the traditional sequential approach and it has been shown to lead to better
and more robust solutions. Fourth, the system links multiple time intervals into a multi-
step optimization procedure that constrains the length of the shortest valid path between
successive steps to be within a feasible speed limit. Fifth, the system is further enhanced
to prevent locations of infeasible regions within the store in the multi-step optimization.
Furthermore, an enhanced simulated annealing (SA) algorithm is developed to speed up
the computation for solving the optimization problem.
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1.7 Organization of this Dissertation
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Chapter 2 presents a review of previous
studies of indoor locating and tracking systems, as well as the researches on Simulated
Annealing algorithm, which is enhanced to solve the optimization model we proposed in
this research. Chapter 3 gives a description of the problem statement and presents the de-
tailed models of multi-step holistic optimization. Chapter 4 gives a brief introduction to the
Kalman filter which is used for input data preprocessing. Chapter 5 presents an overview of
the proposed enhanced simulated annealing algorithm. In Chapter 6, two types of realistic
constraints are introduced into the optimization model. Chapter 7 presents the Java imple-
mentation of the proposed method. Chapter 8 presents some preliminary computational




In this chapter, the related works will be introduced in two directions. The first one fo-
cuses on the indoor locating and tracking system, while the second one is regarding the SA
algorithm, which is a key part of our proposed indoor locating system.
2.1 Indoor Locating Systems
Bahl and Padmanabhan [2000] proposed RADAR, a radio frequency (RF) based indoor
locating and tracking system. As one one of the very first research on WLAN RSS locat-
ing technology, RADAR provides many later projects with core methodologies. RADAR
combines the empirical model measurements with the signal propagation model to deter-
mine user location. In the empirical model, RADAR collected the RSS values as well as
the signal-to-noise ratioes (SNR). In addition, the database contains not only the location
information but also direction information (north, south, west and east). In the propagation
model, RADAR used Wall Attenuation Factor (WAF) to calculate the distances using the
path loss. In the final results published, considering the median (50th percentile), the prop-
agation method provides a resolution of about 4.3 m, compared to a resolution of 2.94 m for
the empirical method; for the 25th percentile the propagation method provides a resolution
of 1.86 m compared to 1.92 m for the empirical method.
ARIADNE [Yiming et al., 2006] is a network-based localization system which used
radio propagation signal strength covering a 2-D plane. Three sniffers were placed in
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the environment to receive a single signal strength emitted by a mobile device. In this
system, the estimated RSS map can be automatically generated. Also, the algorithm is
able to estimate the the position of the mobile device by matching the RSS map with four
different methods including Clustering, Least Minimum Squared Error, 2-Nearest Neigh-
bors and 3-Nearest Neighbors. An experiment was conducted in the study to compare the
performance of the four matching methods, and it showed that their locating errors were
2.8487± 2.2725m, 3.2759± 2.2531m, 3.8780± 2.7445m and 3.6516± 2.7173m respec-
tively.
Retscher et al. [2006] presented a software framework called ipos developed for in-
door positioning technologies which was based on the WLAN fingerprinting method. The
framework was designed to be a configurable, scalable, and open architecture for being
easily integrated into third party applications and adding more wireless localization tech-
nologies. According to this framework, a mobile device takes the responsibility to measure
the RSS value, and both the mobile device and a system server can calculate and visualize
the predicted location of a user. Experimental results showed that in an environment of
1500m2 covered by 7 APs, ”ipos” could obtain an accuracy of better than 3 meters.
Youssef and Agrawalao [2004] used an autoregressive model to model sample auto-
correlations from the same access points in WLAN location determination systems. This
study was built on a probabilistic WLAN location determination system called Horus that
the authors had developed previously. In this paper, the authors showed that the autocorre-
lation between consecutive samples from the same access point can be as high as 0.9. Using
the autoregressive model, the authors proposed the idea of using multiple signal strength
samples from each access point and taking into account their high autocorrelation. Experi-
mental results showed that incorporating the autoregressive model into Horus significantly
improved its performance by more than 50% on average). In addition, the authors also
pointed out that the generally accepted assumption of independence of samples from the
same access point is usually invalid and this could lead to degraded performance as the
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number of samples used in the estimation algorithm increases. Moreover, the authors dis-
cussed the potential to integrate the autoregressive model with other algorithms for further
enhancing the performance of WLAN location determination systems.
Kushki et al. [2010] proposed an intelligent dynamic system for tracking mobile de-
vices carried by pedestrians in indoor WLAN environments. In their research, the Non-
parametric Information (NI) filter, a novel model-based Bayesian filter, was introduced to
overcome the issues of lack of an explicit measurement model and the related noise statis-
tics. Compared to traditional filtering approaches where a measurement equation is used
for the measurement update step, the NI filter relies on a nonparametric kernel density es-
timator to perform this task. Experimental results in a real office environment showed that
compared to the Kalman filter and particle filter, the NI filter is more effective in improving
positioning accuracy. In addition, The authors showed that predictions from the NI filter
can be used for adaptive radio scene analysis through determination of a spatial region of
interest at each iteration of the filter.
Fang et al. [2008] pointed out that the essential challenge in localization is the severe
fluctuation of RSS. In their research, the authors explored the major noisy source of an
indoor locating system from the multipath and presented an advanced positioning archi-
tecture to reduce the noise influence. The main contribution of the paper was to propose
a novel approach to extracting the robust feature from RSS which was provided by the
IEEE 802.11 MAC software. The key idea was that the dynamic multipath behavior can
be transformed into a random variable in the logarithmic spectrum domain, in which the
convolution process is a linear and separable operation. This research was probably the first
attempt to explore the convolution effect of the multipath on the measured WLAN RSS and
was capable of extracting the robust signal efficiently for the indoor locating purpose. In
contrast to the traditional mechanisms, the approach proposed in the study was conceptu-
ally simpler and easier to implement in practical applications. With both simulations and
empirical experiments in a real WLAN environment, the authors demonstrated the effec-
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tiveness and efficiency of their proposed indoor locating system. They also demonstrated
through experimental results that compared to Horus [Youssef and Agrawalao, 2004] , their
indoor location system could reduce the mean and standard deviation of estimated error by
42% and 29%, respectively, and required few training samples and thus were more cost-
effective.
Wann and Chin [2007] proposed a hybrid time of arrival (TOA)/RSSI wireless posi-
tioning technique for gaining favorable position accuracy in indoor Ultra-wideband (UWB)
systems. The authors pointed out that in indoor locating problem the major challenge is
how to handle the effects caused by non-line of sight (NLOS) propagation. To mitigate the
NLOS effects, the research applied an unconstrained nonlinear optimization approach to
process TOA and received signal strength (RSS). the research assumed a pre-established
path loss model that could approximate the propagation conditions well , and then applied
the RSS and the pre-established path loss model to distinguish the length of sight (LOS) and
NLOS range measurements. With three TOA range measurements, the algorithm would
not require the knowledge of LOS/NLOS conditions. The weighting factors which were
used in solving the objective function in the unconstrained nonlinear optimization approach
described the credibility of the TOA range measurements, and were determined from the
LOS/NLOS hypothesis testing. In fact, the key idea of the research can be seen as a vari-
ation of the geometric method proposed by [Fuicu et al., 2009a], the major difference is
that in this research the weight parameters are involved when calculating the geometric
center. To evaluate the performance of the proposed technique in different scenarios of the
NLOS errors, computer simulations were run, and the results suggested that the proposed
technique could outperform other algorithms, including equal-weight (EW) unconstrained
nonlinear least squares (NL-LS), constrained range-scaling algorithm (RSA), linear lines-
of-position (LLoP) and EW modified unconstrained NL-LS, and achieve better location
accuracy under severe NLOS conditions.
Mehmood et al. [2010] proposed an Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) based indoor
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RSS locating system, which could be applied in a heterogeneous environment involving a
variety of human activities, walls with different materials, and different types of wireless
Access Points. The proposed ANN was a backpropagation (BP) network which had 4 nodes
on the input layer, 2 nodes on the output layer (corresponding to the predicted coordinates
in the 2-D space), and 4 hidden layers. Experimental results showed that the proposed
ANN based indoor locating system could achieve 30% error within 1 m. and 60% error
within 1∼ 2 meters.
Brunato and Battiti [2005] introduced an indoor locating method based on the re-
gression version of Support Vector Machines (SVM), as well as the underlying statistical
learning theory concepts. Experiments were conducted in the study to compare the perfor-
mance of the proposed SVM based system with weighted K-Nearest neighbor, Multi-Layer
Perceptron, and Bayesian approach. The experiment results show that the performance of
the proposed SVM is comparable to other methods above, with the advantage of a low
algorithmic complexity in the normal operating phase. In addition, the authors stated that
the proposed SVM based indoor locating method could also be applied in other wireless
systems besides Wi-Fi system, such as cellular phone and Bluetooth networks, provided
that information of the signals received from multiple fixed stations can be accessed.
Zhao et al. [2008] discussed the indoor radio propagation model and proposed a novel
optimization model which optimizes the location of access points to improve the position-
ing accuracy. Aiming to increase the differentia and diversity of the signal strength array,
the authors proposed to maximize the objective function of received signal strength array
among all the sampling points, through which the performance of the location fingerprint-










Di = { j|d(i, j)≤ d0} (2.2)
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rssi(k) = p0−10 ·n · log10
√
(pxi− xk)2 +(pyi− yk)2 (2.4)
(xk,yk) ∈ S (2.5)
where f denotes the Euclidean distance sum of received signal strength array among
all the sampling points, and to be maximized. N represents the number of sampling points.
Di represents a sampling point set where the distance betweeni and j is restrict to be smaller
than d0. ri j denotes the Euclidean distance of received signal strength array between sam-
pling points i and j, and M represents the number of access points. rssi(k) denotes the
received signal strength of sampling point i from access point k. (pxi, pyi) means the loca-
tion of sampling point i, (xk,yk) means the coordinates of access point k. At last, S denotes
the domain of the access points. In addition, the authors presented the differential evolution
algorithm to solve the proposed optimization problem. Experimental results suggested that
the proposed model could outperform KNN significantly.
In Tayebi et al. [2009], based on the fingerprinting technique, the authors presented a
hybrid indoor positioning method that used ray-tracing model for modeling the multipath
effects. In the first stage of the fingerprinting technique, the authors used the direction of
arrival (DOA) and RSS to build a database of fingerprints. Then,in the second stage the
position of a mobile station was determined by computing the Euclidean distance between
the values of DOA and RSS and the values stored in the database. Experimental results
showed that the mean of error of the proposed method could reach less than 1 meter.
Seow and Tan [2008] proposed an indoor locating system that used the NLOS scheme
and one bound scattering paths. The procedure of the system was a two-step Determination
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and Selection, in which the first step calculated the estimated location from a cluster of Line
of Possible Mobile Device locations, and the second step computed the shortest Euclidean
distance from the centroid. The results of experiments in a typical multipath environment
demonstrated that the proposed localization scheme could outperform the conventional lo-
calization schemes that are based on mitigation techniques.
In Fuicu et al. [2009a], two geometric methods were proposed to locate mobile de-
vices. In the first method (termed method I for the sake of explanation), the authors first
constrained all the APs not to be on the same axis. That is, for any three APs s1, s2 and s3
whose coordinates were (x1,y1), (x2,y2) and (x3,y3) respectively, the following condition






Then the following relation for every two Aps were tested:
(ri− r j)2 < (xi− x j)2 +(yi− y j)2 < (ri + r j)2 (2.7)
where (xi,yi) and (x j,y j) are the coordinates of the two APs. ri and r j are the distances
between the mobile device and the two APs, which can be calculated according to the RSS
value sensed by the APs and the propagation model adopted. If both inequalities in relation
(2.7) are satisfied, there are two intersection points Mi j1 and Mi j2 of the two circles, which
can be determined by the following set of equations:
(xM− xi)
2 +(yM− yi)2 = r2i
(xM− x j)2 +(yM− y j)2 = r2j
(2.8)
If the right inequality in (2.7) is false, i.e.,
(xi− x j)2 +(yi− y j)2 ≥ (ri + r j)2 (2.9)
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this means that the two circles are not intersected, and a single point situated on the axis
defined by the centers of the two circles can be calculated as:
Mi j =
(
xi + kx j
1+ k
,




where k = rir j . If the left inequality in (2.7) is not satisfied, i.e.,
(xi− x j)2 +(yi− y j)2 ≤ (ri− r j)2 (2.11)
, then this means that one circle is contained by the other one, and as in the previous case, a











where k = rir j , xp =
r j√
(x j−xi)2+(y j−yi)2
(x j − xi) + x j, yp =
r j√
(x j−xi)2+(y j−yi)2
(y j − yi) + y j,
xq = ri√
(x j−xi)2+(y j−yi)2
(x j− xi)+ xi, yq = ri√
(x j−xi)2+(y j−yi)2
(y j− yi)+ yi. Note in the first
case there are two points, while in the latter two cases both generate only one point each.
To choose one point from the two points in the first case, the sums of the distances between












(xi j2− xk)2 +(yi j2− yk)2
(2.13)
where N is the number of total points generated in all 3 cases discussed above, (xi j1,yi j1)
and (xi j2,yi j2) are coordinates of the two intersection points Mi j1 and Mi j2 discussed in the
first case. if V1 < V2, Mi j1 is selected, otherwise Mi j2 is selected. In this way, a set of
points Mi j(xi j,yi j) are generated, and a polygon is formed by these points. The location of
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The second approach proposed in Fuicu et al. [2009a] (termed method II) was similar
with method I described above. In method II , at least three APs are required which form
a convex polygon. Then for each of the two APs, denoted APi andAPj, the equation set
like (2.8) can be set, and two solutions can be obtained as usual. Then the authors chose
the point at the same side of the line determined by APi and APj as the third AP. In this
way the authors generated a set of points for forming a polygon, and the location of the
mobile device was estimated by the center of gravity of the polygon, the same as the idea
presented in I. Both methods I and II are easy to implement, and their test error for the ideal
case (without any perturbation) was 2∼ 3 meters.
Farahani [2008] applied the propagation model as equation (1.12 ) to calculate the
distance between a mobile device and APs. Suppose there are n Aps in a 2-D space, the
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where (xM,yM) is the coordinate of the mobile device and (xi,yi), i = 1, · · · ,n, are the
coordinates of n APs. ri, i = 1, · · · ,n, denote the distances between the mobile device and








The problem of location estimation thus becomes finding the coordinates (xM,yM) that
minimize the SSE in equation (2.15). This is a classic optimization problem that can be
solved by iterative or non-iterative methods.
2.2 Research on Simulated Annealing
In 1950s, based on a Monte Carlo method, the Metropolis procedure [Metropolis et al.,
1953] was proposed to describe how metal crystals reconfigure and reach equilibria. This
trigged the idea of Kirkpatrick et al. [Kirkpatrick et al., 1983] to develop the Simulated
Annealing (SA) algorithm for global optimization and to apply it to various combinatorial
optimization problems. The most important theoretical achievement of SA is provided by
Nolte and Schrader [2000] and Laarhoven and Aarts [1987] , which show that SA will
converge with probability 1 to the global optimum if the number of iterations tends to
infinity. Other researches, including Anily and Federgruen [1987], Gidas [1985] and Mitra
et al. [1985] provide deterministic, non-infinite boundaries for the asymptotic convergence.
As one of the earliest methods for derivative-free optimization, SA was introduced
first to solve combinatorial discrete problems, while it has been also applied to find the
solution of continuous problems [Shojaee et al., 2010]. In recent years, SA has been a
popular research topics and has been used in a variety of applications.
In Afifi et al. [2012], the authors applied SA to the sequencing of cutter tool movement
problem, in which the objective function is to minimize the total machine tool waiting time.
The authors enhanced the general SA to achieve lower values of cost function and hence a
better solution, and to reduce the time cost in different applications. In detail, the enhanced
SA predefined an acceptance parameter, and after calculating the acceptance probability,
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the enhanced SA compare it with the acceptance parameter, instead of a random value in
general SA. In addition, to reduce the running time, the authors defined a parameter called
freezing parameter to terminate the SA after performing a certain number of iterations
without improving the objective function value. The experiment results show that with the
enhanced SA, the cost function value is reduced up to 6% and the running time is reduced
up to 72%.
In Akbulut and Sonmez [2011], the authors proposed a variant of SA to minimize
composite laminates thickness subjected to both in-plane and out-of-plane loading. In the
variant SA, multiple current states are kept instead of a single one in general SA. The
authors tested their algorithm on some benchmark problems and the experiment results
show that their variant SA performs more reliable than the general SA and the variant
genetic algorithm they proposed before.
In Brusco and Khn [2009], to develop a k-median model, which is the alternative of the
traditional within-cluster sums of squares (i.e., K-means) partitioning, the authors proposed
a new heuristic based on simulated annealing and completed a thorough investigation of its
computational performance. In their SA, they use adjustment of the temperature instead of
reduction during the procedure of the simulated annealing algorithm, to keep the number
of accepted solutions from becoming too large or too small. The experiments results show
that that the new k-means method proposed is competitive with the most effective meta-
heuristics for the p-median problem.
In Cakir et al. [2011], the authors focused on the optimization problem of a single-
model stochastic assembly line balancing problem with parallel stations, which is a multi-
objective optimization problem. The objectives includes minimization of the smoothness
index and minimization of the design cost. To obtain Pareto-optimal solutions, the authors
developed a variant of SA, named m-SAA, in which the authors introduced tabu list and
repair algorithm into the procedure. A tabu list is a set of recently visited solutions or
their properties that will be very helpful to save computational time during searching for
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optimal solutions. The repair algorithm aims to improve the efficiency of the assembly line
by making some knowledge-based changes in the solution. The computation results show
the efficiency of the proposed m-SAA.
In Ceschia et al. [2012], the authors emphasized the post-enrolment course timetabling
(PE-CTT) problem, which is one of the most studied timetabling problems and there are
many instances and results available. . In the research, the authors implemented a meta-
heuristic approach based on SA to solve the PE-CTT. The authors tested all the different
variants of the problem that have been published and did a comprehensive experimental
analysis on all the available public instances. By tuning properly the parameters of their
algorithm, the experiment results show that the proposed solver performs very well on all
cases.
In Conradie et al. [2008], the authors focused on the the operational scheduling of
coal extraction, stacking and reclaiming in which the main challenge is the added com-
plexity of multiple, conflicting objectives such as blend requirements and stochastic de-
mand. The authors implemented SA to solve the full-scale version of the proposed model,
including all operational constraints, multiple objectives, stochasticity, mixed continuous
and semi-continuous product movement, maintenance, set-up times, job preemption and
semi-continuous time points.
In Czapiski [2010], the authors proposed a parallelizable Simulated Annealing with
Genetic Enhancement (SAwGE) algorithm to solve Permutation Flowshop Scheduling Prob-
lem, which is proved to be NP-complete. During the process of SA, SAwGE applied a
Genetic Algorithm mechanism to dynamically tune the parameters of Simulated Anneal-
ing, and adopted the mechanism of Clustering algorithm for Simulated Annealing to keep
multiple states independently for a fixed number of iterations. Experiments results on 120
benchmark datasets show that SAwGE outperforms other recently presented heuristics and
meta-heuristics methods. Furthermore, SAwGE achieved 118 best solutions, in which 81
of them are newly discovered.
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In Dudek [2010], the authors developed a SA algorithm with adaptive cooling sched-
ule to solve the unit commitment problem. During the precess of the SA, the system control
parameter temperature is adapted to the current cost level. In this way, the computation
time is reduced when searching a good solution that meets all the constraints and the con-
vergence of the algorithm is improved. The proposed algorithm considers time-dependent
start-up costs, demand and reserve constraints, minimum up and down time constraints
and unit power generation limits. Experiment results show that the proposed algorithm
outperforms the general SA with static cooling schedule and genetic algorithms.
In Ekbal and Saha [2011], the author developed a SA based multiobjective optimiza-
tion (MOO) approach for classifier ensemble.In the research, Maximum Entropy classifiers,
Support Vector Machines and Conditional Random Fields are applied as weak classifiers
to be assembled. The problem here is how to determine the weights of each single weak
classifier in entity recognition in Indian languages, which is a multiobjective optimization
problem. The authors applied archived multiobjective simulated annealing based technique
to solve the problem. The experiment results show that the overall performance achieved by
the proposed multiobjective optimization based techniques is better than the best individual
classifier and two different baseline ensembles.
In Filippone et al. [2011], the authors point out that biomedical data are often char-
acterized with high dimensionality and input selection procedure can both highlight the
relevant variables (genes) and possibly improve classification results. Under this back-
ground, the authors proposed a global search method based on simulated annealing for
gene selection in classification of gene expression data. The method has been tested on
publicly available bioinformatics data sets and on a mixed type data set. the experiment
results show the method’s performance on selecting minimal sets of relevant features.
In Javadian et al. [2011], the authors addressed the yard capacity study, in which the
target is to compute how many cars, blocks and trains can be handled given the existing
infrastructure and resources. In the research, the authors proposed an optimization model
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to determine the capacity of the rail yard stations regarding the optimal number of shunting
and reclassification operations at the nodes of the rail network. To solve the problem, the
authors implemented a SA algorithm, in which the authors emphasized a simple method
to calculate the initial temperature to to make sure that the system can be transfered to any
possible state. The experiment results on an example problem show the efficiency of the
proposed system in planning and analyzing yard capacity.
In Jeong et al. [2009], the authors pointed out that in general SA, the cooling schedule
and the repetition of local search are determined by a simple method to make sure that in the
beginning the transition probability is high while toward the end of the search the transition
probability becomes lower and lower. However, such method had a problem of undermin-
ing the search performance when the solution improvement is taking place well. Facing to
the problem, the authors proposed a enhanced SA using fuzzy logic controller (FLC). In
their method, based on continuous observation of the status of solution improvement and
current temperature, the future temperature is determined flexibly according to the rules
set at FLC. In this way the method can look for good solutions by strengthening search for
spaces where solution improvement takes place well and can reduce iteration in unneces-
sary sections. Experiments results on traveling salesman problem and equal piles problem
show that with the help pf FLC, the proposed method performed better than general SA.
In Kalashnikov and Kostenko [2008], the authors pointed out that although SA have
been applied to solve many NP-hard problems, the high computation cost is still a short-
coming to be handled. The high computational complexity is caused by the fact that with
slow cooling schedule SA permit worse solutions with a decreasing probability, which
leads to more iterations of the algorithm. To solve the problem, the authors proposed the
parallelized SA in which the algorithm partition the space of solutions into regions and find
a solution in each region separately. The computational results show that compared with
general SA, parallelized SA substantially reduced the running time.
In Kuo [2010], the author proposed a model for minimizing the total fuel consumption
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for the time-dependent vehicle routing problem in which the speed and travel times are
depend on the time of travel. To solve the model, the author proposed a SA algorithm to
minimize the total fuel consumption. In his method, instead of using traditional geometric





where Ua denotes the temperature in iteration a, A means the total iteration of SA and β is





where U represents the initial temperature and UA means the final temperature. Unlike in
the genera SA, there are some iterations run at the same temperature, in the proposed SA, at
each temperature there is only one iteration will take place. Finally the initial temperature
and final temperature can be determined by a trail with temporary parameters and then set
the initial temperature and the final temperature as a function of the difference between the
maximum value and minimum value of the cost function in the trail. The experiment results
show that with the help of SA, the proposed method provides a significant improvement in
fuel consumption over the method based on minimizing transportation time and the method
based on minimizing transportation distances.
In Li and Wei [2008], the authors proposed a improved genetic algorithm-simulated
annealing (IGA-SA) to to optimize the classical single-criterion operation of multi-reservoir
systems. The key mechanism of the the proposed hybrid evolutionary search algorithm is
as follows: in GAs procedure, in each generation, the best one is picked as the initial
state of SA, and then SA procedure will be done to get an optimal solution; then the op-
timal solution will be added to the current generation and the GAs will continue until the
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stopping criterion of GAs is satisfied. Compared with classic Genetic Algorithms (GAs),
the proposed hybrid evolutionary search algorithm is capable of overcoming the prema-
ture convergence of GAs and escaping from local optimal solutions.The experiment results
show that the IGASA outperforms classic GAs and is a new promising method for multi-
reservoir optimization problems.
In Lin et al. [2011], the authors pointed out that when using meta-heuristics to search
global optimal solutions of NP-hard combinatorial optimization problems, diversification
to escape from local optimality is required. In the research, to obtain the diversification
in minimizing the makespan for a flowline manufacturing cell scheduling problem, the
authors proposed a method that combines multi-start hill climbing strategy and SA, in
which a fixed number of states are kept in each iteration of SA, and at the end of each
iteration, all the states is updated by the current optimal solution. The computational results
show that the proposed method is more effective than the state-of the-art meta- heuristics
on the benchmark instances.
In Pedamallu and Ozdamar [2008], the authors presented that in applications Con-
strained Optimization Problems (COP) often take place and the COP is of more challenges
when constraints are non-linear and non-convex. To solve the general COP, the authors
proposed two versions of Hybrid Simulated Annealing (HSA) methods, in which the first
version applies penalty methods to handle constraints and the second one absolve the penal-
ties in the objective function by tracing feasible and infeasible solution sequences indepen-
dently. Experiment results show that the second version is more reliable in the worst case
comparison.
In Saraiva et al. [2011], the authors pointed out that with the development of elec-
tricity markets the scheduling of maintenance actions of generators becomes a hot topic
because inadequate schedules can have a significant negative impact on the revenues of
generation companies. In the research, the authors formulate the scheduling problem of
generator maintenance actions as a mixed integer optimization problem in which the target
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is minimizing the operation cost along with the scheduling period plus a penalty on lack of
energy. The authors implemented the classic SA to solve the optimization problem. The
sufficiency of the proposed method is shown by the case Study on a generation system
including 29 generation groups.
In Serrurier and Prade [2008], the authors presented the idea to combine the Inductive
Logic Programming (ILP) with SA. ILP is the research area at the intersection of Logic
Programming and Machine Learning. Traditional practical ILP algorithms are based on
the divide and conquer strategy and apply top-down search in the structured search space
with refinement operator to learn a logic clause (rule). Because the refinement operator is
based on the greedy search, these algorithms stop when finding clauses in local optima.
In addition, the divide and conquer strategy makes the one by one generated clauses tend
to less and less powerful. To overcome these problems, the authors proposed a simulated
annealing framework, in which new refinement operators are proposed to define neighbor-
hood relations on clauses and on hypotheses. The two algorithms are proposed to induce
clauses or directly induce hypotheses. Finally the author introduced the implementation of
the algorithm and report the experimentation results in terms of convergence of the method
and in terms of accuracy.
In Azizi and Zolfaghari [2004], the authors proposed two versions adaptive temper-
ature control scheme for SA, in which the first one change the temperature change the
temperature based one the number of consecutive improvement movements, in detail, the
heating process gradually takes place if there is any upward move, but the cooling is sudden
with the first downhill move. The rationale of this methods is that usually at the beginning
of the search, it is not necessary to make the temperature very high because the there is a
good chance of downhill moves, while during the search the chance of falling on a local
minimum becomes bigger and high temperature is needed to push the search out of the
local minimum. The second version just added a tabu list to the first one to avoid revisits.
The experiment results on the minimum makespan job shop scheduling problems shows
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that the SA algorithms based on the proposed two versions adaptive temperature control
scheme outperforms the conventional SA.
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Problem Statement and the
Mathematical Models




i ), and a mobile station
received signal strength value ri from each base station i, the indoor location problem is to
find the true location of the mobile station device, which can be addressed by finding the
location that the most closely matches with the RSS.
In this study, experiments were conducted to evaluate the effectiveness of the pro-
posed indoor location system. In the experiments, several products, identified by its UPC,
were placed at various locations of the store. Operators (who acted as customers) pushed
the shopping cart through the experimental grocery store and scanned the products they
encountered along their movement paths. During the shopping period, the mobile stations
sent signals to the base stations which recorded the RSS values of the signals as well as
the UPC codes of scanned products. The UPC codes of these scanned products were then
later used to identify the actual locations of the products and evaluate the accuracy of the
locations predicted by the proposed locating system.
Table (3.1) gives an excerpt of the data from one of the experiments. In the table,
the Time column represents the time (in ms) when a signal was received by base stations.
xb, yb and zb represent each signal receiver’s (base station’s) coordinates, and BID is the
base station’s ID. x, y and z are the actual coordinates of the signal source (i.e., mobile
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station device) which are the dependent variables to be estimated by the locating system. r
represents the RSS value.
Table 3.1: Collected Data
Time (ms) BID xb yb zb x y z r
515,926 117 2.29 46.76 4.27 24.1 54.93 0.94 52.50
515,926 157 12.48 50.71 4.27 24.1 54.93 0.94 63.43
515,926 158 0.63 36.95 4.27 24.1 54.93 0.94 50.40
515,940 162 33.76 48.92 4.27 24.1 54.93 0.94 55.43
515,940 170 28.66 48.92 4.27 24.1 54.93 0.94 48.33
Each experiment usually generated as many as 108,553 records and spanned as long
as two hours. Unfortunately, however, not all the base stations were able to function well
and receive signals properly throughout the experiment. As a result, there were missing
values which prevented us from directly using traditional machine leaning methods, such as
Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) [Kecman, 2001] and Regression Tree [Breiman, 1984],
to effectively solve the indoor locating problem.
The top view of the grocery store is shown in the following Fig. 3.1, in which the
rectangles mean shelves, those triangles mean the locations of base stations and the crosses
are the real locations of the mobile station that recorded in the experiment.
In this research, we aim to develop a low-cost, effective, and adaptable indoor locating
system that can be applied directly to all stores of the company. However, before we present
our proposed system, it is necessary to first describe the relationship between RSS and the
distance between the mobile station and base stations.
3.1 Relations Between RSS and Distance
Two models are commonly used to characterize the relation between RSS values and the
distance between the base station and mobile station. These two models are described by
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Figure 3.1: Top View of the Grocery Store
Eqs. (1.10) and (1.12), respectively. The latter is adopted in this study considering its
simplicity and wide acceptance in the field. For the ease of reading, equation (1.12) is
repeated here, as follows [Farahani, 2008] :
Pd = P0−10 ·n · log10( f )−10 ·n · log10(d)+30 ·n−32.44 (3.1)
where
Pd the signal power at distance d
P0 the signal power at zero distnace from the antenna
f the signal frequency
d the distance from the antenna
n the path-loss exponent, which is determined by the enviroment
Assuming that Pd , f , and n in the environment (i.e., for a particular grocery store) are
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constants, then for a given base station, Eq. (3.1) can be rewritten as a log-linear model:
r̂ = a · log10(d)+b (3.2)
where d is the distance between the mobile station and the base station, a and b are the
parameters to be estimated.
Given the input data shown in table (3.1), we fit the regression model (3.2) for each
base station separately. However, to deal with the fluctuation of RSS values, the median
instead of mean of RSS values at each location are used to fit the model. Table (3.2)
summarizes the fitting results of the log-linear models on all the base stations used in our
experiments described earlier.
Table 3.2: Fitted Models Based on RSS and Distance
BID a b R2 BID a b R2 BID a b R2
174 -12.65 97.95 0.50 110 -10.32 88.17 0.41 153 -13.67 101.27 0.60
171 -10.99 91.80 0.33 185 -12.08 94.45 0.46 182 -12.31 94.25 0.64
176 -14.17 105.93 0.83 169 -5.78 72.43 0.12 112 -12.62 96.56 0.46
191 -4.55 66.20 0.18 183 -9.27 85.25 0.26 154 -12.48 94.59 0.49
122 -12.68 95.60 0.45 123 -7.52 77.42 0.29 155 -8.87 80.86 0.44
156 -11.22 93.84 0.56 113 -11.12 91.18 0.43 173 -10.99 89.54 0.48
101 -14.58 106.10 0.56 161 -13.38 100.86 0.33 166 -13.68 100.03 0.42
181 -2.83 59.87 0.03 179 -8.84 83.32 0.31 151 -6.52 72.74 0.36
104 -3.99 63.95 0.42 165 -12.88 98.26 0.51 115 -7.82 77.50 0.32
192 -10.64 90.92 0.53 109 -0.79 51.26 1 150 -11.38 92.68 0.49
175 -7.63 78.66 0.21 177 -11.95 96.03 0.52 121 -9.08 82.30 0.37
170 -5.24 69.53 0.14 187 -7.39 82.46 0.28 188 -10.90 88.85 0.44
189 -13.51 101.87 0.43 131 -8.16 79.37 0.52 195 -14.83 102.73 0.68
162 -13.24 102.52 0.29 152 -7.36 72.69 0.68 184 -14.83 102.74 0.68
118 -10.53 88.75 0.62 163 -15.43 105.63 0.69 186 -11.50 94.46 0.52
164 -9.99 91.36 0.47 167 -5.99 80.73 0.23 172 -10.28 87.54 0.50
In addition, we also test the a single model that fits the aggregated data of all different
base stations. The fitted model is:
r̂ =−12.16 · log10(d)+94.96 (3.3)
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The R-square value of the single model shown in Eq. (3.3) is 0.69.
From table (3.2) we can see that the log-linear model fits the data of most base sta-
tions very poorly (with low R-square values). Efforts have also been attempted to fit log-
quadratic model, such as shown in Eq. (3.4), and log-cubic model on the data, such as
shown in Eq. (3.5), but they do not seem to significantly improve the goodness of fit of the
data, compared to the log-linear model.
r̂ = b1 +a1 · log10 d +a2 · (log10 d +b2)2 (3.4)
r̂ = b1 +a1 · log10 d +a2 · (log10 d +b2)2 +a3 · (log10 d +b3)3 (3.5)
Data transformation methods, such as taking the square root of the RSS variable and
then fitting the transformed data using these three models, however, did not seem to provide
better results with little improvement in the goodness of fit of the data based on the R-
Square values. In addition, various other data transformation with log(r) and 3
√
r have been
selected as the response variable, but neither approaches led to significant improvement to
the model fitting results.
Theoretically, the linear model described by Eq. (3.2) characterizes the relation be-
tween the distance d and RSS value. However, the indoor application seems to suggest that
signals could be blocked or diffused, which could potentially change the theoretic relation-
ship and hence bring challenges to the indoor locating problem. Fig. 3.2 shows an example
of the RSS value versus distance and the fitted log-linear model. To address this problem,
an optimization approach that minimizes the RSS error would be necessary to find the best
location given these signal strength.
The theoretic log-linear model is still used and an optimization approach that mini-
mized the RSS error would be necessary to find the best location given these signal strength.
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Figure 3.2: A Log-linear Regression Model
3.2 Traditional Optimization Model: Minimize the Sum
of Squared Errors of Distance
The traditional approach to deriving a location prediction model is to minimize the sum
of squared errors (SSE) of the predicted distances [Fuicu et al., 2009a, Farahani, 2008].
More specifically, given a group of n base stations, their locations (xbi ,y
b
i ), and the distance
di between the mobile station and the base stations (derived from Eq. 3.2), 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
and let (x,y) be the decision variable representing the location of the mobile station, an







(x− xbi )2 +(y− ybi )2−di)
2 (3.6)
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The objective is to find the location (x,y) that minimizes the sum of squares of the
distance error at each of the location point or time interval. The idea is that the smaller
the error is, the closer the solution matches the actual location of the mobile station. The
optimization model is a unconstrained nonlinear optimization problem with two variables
(x,y) and is easy to solve.
The above model, however, solves the indoor location problem in two sequential pro-
cesses: the first one being the transformation from the RSS to an estimated distance through
the log-linear regression model (3.2); and the second one the unconstrained nonlinear opti-
mization model (3.6). This approach naturally leads to two questions.
First, what if we combine these two steps together to form a holistic optimization
model? A sequential approach usually leads to suboptimal solutions, while a holistic ap-
proach generally can lead to better solutions.
Second, the above optimization model is solved at each of the location point or a time
interval, yet is it possible to link these optimization models along time axis and limit the
solutions to be within feasible speed limits for a retail environment?
In response to these two questions, we have extended the traditional model into a
holistic model that minimizes the SSE of RSS (rather than SSE of distance) and a multi-
step optimization model.
3.3 Holistic Optimization Model: Minimize the Sum of
Squared Errors of RSS
Traditional approaches to deriving the location of a mobile station involve two sequential
steps. At the first step, the distance between the mobile and base stations is derived based
on RSS values defined in Eq. (3.2), as shown below.
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d = 10(r−b)/a (3.7)
Then, at the second step, the location of the mobile station is estimated by minimizing
the SSE of distances, as shown in Eq. (3.6).
The two-step sequential approach, however, suffers an inherent drawback that errors
in r, will be amplified, due to the hypersensitive power function used to derive d from r.
For example, consider the case whose path loss function is illustrated in Fig. 3.2
with a = −15 and b = 105. Suppose the mobile station is located at 10 meters from 20
base stations that equally divide the perimeter of the circle centered at the mobile station,
then r = (−15) · log10(10)+105 = 90. Now consider that due to various interferences, the
signal is subject to noise. The RSS with noise, r′, is modeled by adding a small random
normal noise with mean of 0 and standard deviation of 1 to r.Such a small noise, however,
leads to much larger variations in the distance defined by Eq. (3.7). Fig. 3.3 illustrates
the error percentages of RSS and distance caused by the noise, in which the horizontal axis
represents the index of signals and the vertical axis represents the error percentage. From
this figure, we can see that the error percentage of distance has much larger variation than
that of RSS. Therefore, solving the location estimation problem through minimizing the
SSE of distance will lead to inferior results.
To solve this problem, we develop a holistic optimization model that joins these two









(x− xbi )2 +(y− ybi )2 +bi− ri
)2
(3.8)
Here, ai and bi are the regression coefficients in the path loss function of base station i,
(xbi ,y
b
i ) are the locations of base station i, (x,y) are the decision variables representing the
location of mobile station, and ri is the RSS values collected at base station i.
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Figure 3.3: Error Percentages of RSS and Distance Caused by Noise of An Example
Compared to the traditional approaches of minimizing the SSE of distance, as shown
in Eq. (3.6), our model, as shown in Eq. (3.8), provides a more effective and direct approach
to minimizes the SSE of RSS, the root of variation. This model, as will be shown later, is
more effective and has significantly improves the accuracy of location estimation.
Consider the example illustrated in Fig. 3.3, the traditional two-step sequential model
results in larger location estimation errors and variations than the proposed holistic models,
as demonstrated in Fig. 6, in which (a) illustrates the location estimations using the tradi-
tional model, whereas (b) illustrates the location estimations using the holistic model. The
middle points in the two plots represent the actual position of the object being tracked.
3.4 Multi-Step Holistic Optimization Model
The holistic optimization model described above aims to find the optimal location at a
single step or time interval. When applying this approach to find the positions of multiple
consecutive steps, however, it may result in locations that are not feasible in terms of a
customer’s movement speed and physical distances between his steps. Such a problem
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Figure 3.4: Location Estimation for the Example Problem
can occur with, for instance, a sudden burst of one base station signal. The multi-step
optimization model is designed to address this problem. At each of the location points or
time intervals, the multi-step optimization links together time-adjacent optimization models
along the time axis and limits its solutions to be within a feasible speed limit for a retail
environment to generate more accurate locations.
In essence, the multi-step optimization model includes a set of constraints to confine
the distance between successive steps to be within a reasonable bound which is defined by
the speed of the mobile station movement multiplied by the time gap between the succes-
sive steps. In the development of the model, the following notations are used.
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Parameters:
G indexed by g, denotes the multiple consecutive groups under consideration
I(g) indexed by i, denotes the set of base stations used in group g
ri the RSS value of base station i
ai the slope of the fitted linear model for the base station i
bi the intercept of the fitted linear model for the base station i
xbi the x coordinate of the base station i
ybi the y coordinate of the base station i
τg the average time point of group g
Vmax the customers’ maximum speed
Decision Variables
r̂i the estimated RSS value of base station i
di the distance between the base station i and mobile station
xg the x coordinate of the mobile station in the group g
yg the y coordinate of the mobile station in the group g








r̂i = ai · logdi +bi (3.10)
di =
√
(xg− xbi )2 +(yg− ybi )2 (3.11)
√
(xg− xg−1)2 +(yg− yg−1)2 ≤ (τg− τg−1) ·Vmax (3.12)
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The objective function (3.9) is to minimize the SSE of RSS of the K consecutive steps.
Constraint (3.10) is the equation to calculate the estimated value of RSS according to cor-
responding base station’s log-linear model and the distance between the base station and
the mobile station. Constraint (3.11) is the equation for calculating the distance between
the base station and the mobile station. Constraint (3.12) restricts the Euclidean distance
between consecutive steps to be less than or equal to the product of the time interval be-
tween the two steps and the customers’ maximum possible walking speed which is set to
Vmax = 0.5m/s in this study.
The size of the k-step optimization model depends on the number of consecutive steps
to be considered. When K increases, the size of the problem increases proportionally. The
size of a step, or the number of signals received by base stations that are grouped into the
same step, is another parameter that may affect the size of the problem. τg , the average
point of time of group g, is calculated as the mean of the start time point and the end time
point of group g .
Solving the optimization problem gives the locations of K steps simultaneously. How-
ever, only the location at current step is used to evaluate the computational results from the
k-step optimization model. Larger value of K will result in a better solution, but at a cost
of a longer computing time. Our computational results show that K = 3 achieves a good
balance between the quality of solutions and computational time, and thus is adopted in
this study.
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Pre-Processing with Kalman Filter
Large variation in the received signal strength value has been observed, to smooth these
variation, before the use of optimization models, Kalman filter, a well known mathematical
tools for stochastic estimation from noisy sensor measurements [Welch and Bishop, 1995]
is used to reduce the fluctuation of RSS values.
Kalman filter, named after Rudolph E. Kalman, is a recursive solution to the discrete-
data linear filtering problem [Kalman, 1960].
The Kalman filter model assumes the true state of a system at time k is evolved from
its state at time (k−1)th according to Eq. (4.1)
xk = Axk−1 +Buk +wk (4.1)
where A is the state transition model which is applied to the previous state xk−1, B is the
control-input model which is applied to the control vector uk, and wk is the process noise
which is assumed to be drawn from a zero mean Gaussian distribution with covariance Q,
i.e., wk ∼ N(0,Q).
In addition, at time k a measurement, zk, of the true state, xk, is a linear combination
of xk and the measurement noise vk, as shown in Eq. (4.2):
zk = Hxk + vk (4.2)
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where H is the observation model which maps the true state space into the observed space
and vk is the observation noise which is assumed to be zero mean Gaussian white noise
with covariance R, that is vk ∼ N(0,R).
In Eqs. (4.1) and (4.2), A, B and H are in the form of general matrices. In some signal
processing problems, however, they are just numeric values used for 1-D signal smoothing.
Also as an additional simplification, while these values may change between states, we can
assume that they’re constant most of the time.
The procedure of Kalman filter involves two major phases in each state: time update
(prediction) and measurement update (correction). Eqs. (4.3) and (4.4) are used during the
prediction phase:
x̂−k = Ax̂k−1 +Buk (4.3)
P−k = APk−1A
T +Q (4.4)
where x̂−k is the ”prior estimate” which can be considered as the rough estimate of xk before
the correction stage, and P−k is the ”prior error covariance”; x̂k−1 is the estimate of xk−1,
and Pk−1 is the error covariance. Eqs. (4.5) – (4.7) are used during the correction phase:





x̂k = x̂−k +Kk(zk−Hx̂
−
k ) (4.6)
Pk = (I−KkH)P−k (4.7)
In the two sets of Eqs. (4.3) – (4.7), Kk is called ”Kalman Gain”, x̂−k is the ”prior
estimate” which in a way, means the rough estimate before the measurement update cor-
rection. And also P−k is the ”prior error covariance”. The procedure of Kalman filter starts
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from k = 0 and does the Time Update (prediction) and Measurement Update (correction)
iteratively.
In this research, a 1-D signal Kalman filter model is used, and the following values
are set based on the results from several pilot tests: A = 1, B = 0, H = 1, Q = 1, and
R = 100. Ideally, the data of a base station is smoothed using one Kalman filter model.
Unfortunately, however, virtually every base station used by the company has missing data
due to the loss of signals during the indoor location experiments described in section 3.
To address this problem, if a base station does not have any RSS for 50 seconds or more
consecutively, different Kalman filter models are applied for the data collected before and
after the time gap. Fig. (4.1) shows an example of the original signal of base station No.
179 which is in green and the smoothed signal which is in blue. In this figure, the horizontal
and vertical axes represent the time elapsed and RSS values, respectively. As shown in the
figure, although the Kalman filter model has helped to mitigate the fluctuation of the RSS
values, large variations remain a problem. Unfortunately, the quality of RSS in the store
is hard to improve due to issues of lack direct line-of-sight, human traffic, and the large
number of shelves in the store. The focus of our research, therefore, is to develop advanced
modeling techniques to improve the accuracies of the locating system.
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Figure 4.1: Smoothing RSS With Kalman Filter
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A Simulated Annealing Algorithm
The proposed multi-step holistic optimization model is a constraint nonlinear model. Though
this model can be solved with nonlinear optimization packages, such as the Matlab Opti-
mization Toolbox, the solution of a nonlinear optimization algorithm is highly dependent
on the starting solutions and the algorithm could be trapped into a local optimal.
Furthermore, it has been observed that identifying the locations of a moving object
(e.g., a customer in a grocery store) by optimizing each step of the object one-by-one can
lead to the problem that the estimated locations of the object’s consecutive steps are in fact
infeasible solutions when combined together, e.g., the estimated moving path from one step
to the next one passes through one or more shelves, which, obviously, is not a valid path. To
tackle this problem, it is necessary to revise the constraint to restrict the Euclidean distance
between two successive steps to feasible paths, such as a rectilinear distance (also referred
to as Manhattan distance). Besides, the distance between two steps should not exceed the
maximum velocity multiplied by the time interval between the two steps. The valid path,
of course, depends on the actual layout of the environment, i.e., the layout of the grocery
store where the indoor locating system is installed, such as the layout illustrated in Fig. 3.1
where a shelf is represented as a block. In addition, it would be desirable to prohibit the
estimated positions from falling into some specified locations like those of the shelves in
the store.
To model all these requirements discussed above, a large number of variables and con-
straints have to be added and the resulting model will be prohibitively large and impossible
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to solve for any practical size problem in a reasonable amount of time. The extensions
from the single-step optimization problem to the multiple-step optimization problem and
the desire to escape from local optima make it necessary to develop a highly efficient algo-
rithm that is able to reach near global optimal solutions within reasonable amount of time.
Heuristic and meta-heuristic approaches, such as simulated annealing (SA) and genetic
algorithm (GA), are potential solutions to our problem. SA [Kirkpatrick et al., 1983, John-
son et al., 1989, 1991, Bertsimas and Tsitsiklis, 1993] is easy to implement, has elegant
mathematical computations, and thus has been widely used in various other applications.
Therefore, SA is applied in this research to solve our optimization problem.
5.1 Introduction to Simulated Annealing
SA is a global optimization method first proposed by Kirkpatrick et al. [1983]. The algo-
rithm shares much similarity and analogy to the annealing process in metallurgy, a tech-
nique involving heating and controlled cooling of a material to reduce the defects. Typi-
cally, a local optimization algorithm only builds up local models by insisting on a certain
decrease of the objective function or decrease of a merit function which is a combination
of the objective and constraints, to ensure convergence of the iterative process. In contrast,
global optimization algorithms try to find the global optimum by allowing an increase as
well as decrease of the objective/merit function. Global optimization algorithms are usu-
ally computationally more expensive than local optimization algorithms. However, as a
successful and frequently-used global optimization method, SA is empirically much better
at avoiding local minima than hill-climbing.
Simulated annealing algorithm escapes from local optima by with a probability ac-
cepting worsening moves according to cooling schedule. In a nutshell, the procedure of SA
can be shown as algorithm 1:
Unlike the greedy search method, SA can escape from the the local optimum by al-
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Algorithm 1 Simulated Annealing Algorithm
determine initial candidate solution s
set initial temperature T according to annealing schedule
while termination condition is not satisfied do
while maintain same temperature T according to annealing schedule do
probabilistically choose a neighbor s’ of s using proposal mechanism




update T according to annealing schedule
end while
return s
lowing a worse move with a small probability, and hence finally converge to the global
optimum.
Successful applications of simulated annealing require a careful design and selection
of neighborhood, the design of a cooling schedule, a proper objective function, selection of
the starting solution and the stop criterion.
To solve the multi-step holistic optimization model, we proposed an enhanced SA al-
gorithm which has two salient features: (1) the use of a dynamic selection of neighborhood
procedure that starts with coarse granular search and then follows with a finer granular
search to speed up the search process, and (2) the fine tune of the cooling schedule to reach
near optimal solutions.
In the following sections, we present our enhanced simulated annealing algorithm in
detail. The presentation includes the basic elements as seen in [Bertsimas and Tsitsiklis,
1993]: the solution space, penalty objective function, neighborhood structure, and initial
solution, as well as the stopping criterion: the termination condition to stop SA and the
stop condition to stop searching at current temperature.
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5.2 Solution Space
A solution space is a finite set S. In this research, the finite set S consists of all candidate
locations in the grocery store, in which the candidate locations are generated by discretizing
the domain of the grocery store by a predefined precision d (size of grid). This means that
the predefined precision of discretizing d is a system parameter which determines the search
space. A high precision (small d) may result in a better solution, but the corresponding
larger search space will make the solution more computationally expensive. In our current
system, the precision is set to d = 0.0001m.
5.3 Penalty Objective Function
At the current stage of our research, we have not yet introduced the constraints into our in-
door RSS locating model that prevent the problems of passing through shelves and locating
at shelves discussed in section 4, particularly, the cost function of the current model is still
the combination of loss function shown in Eq. (3.9) and constraints shown in Eqs. (3.10) –
(3.12). Note that actually Eqs. (3.10) and (3.11) are the definitions of the parameters of the
model, hence we just need to substitute them into Eq. (3.9). Recall that Eq. (3.12) restricts
the distance between two successive steps to be below the maximum distance between the
two steps, i.e., the time interval between the two steps multiplied by the predefined max-
imum velocity. Therefore this constraint will be transformed into a penalty term of the
cost function J. More specifically, when the distance is smaller than the maximum velocity
multiplied by the time interval, there is no penalization; otherwise, the penalty will be a
predefined coefficient γ multiplied by the difference between the estimated distance and
the maximum allowable distance. Based on the discussion above, the loss function J can












(xg− xg−1)2 +(yg− yg−1)2− (Tg−Tg−1) ·Vmax
+ |
√
(xg− xg−1)2 +(yg− yg−1)2− (Tg−Tg−1) ·Vmax|)
(5.1)
In the objective function (5.1), the constraint can be designed as a hard constraint
or a soft constraint. Hard constraint cannot be violated in a feasible solution, while soft
constraints should, ideally, not be violated but, if they are, the solution is still feasible.
Hard constraints maybe given a large weight γ so that those solutions which violate those
constraints have a high cost function and Soft constraints are weighted depending on their
importance. In this research, the constraint is designed as soft constraint due to the big
noise in the input data. In the objective function (5.1), we set γ = 15.
5.4 Neighborhood Structure
For each i ∈ S, a set S(i) ⊂ S−{i} is called the set of neighbors of i. In this research,
for each state (xi,yi), we currently define the set of neighbors consisting of four elements
{(xi−δ,yi),(xi +δ,yi),(xi,yi−δ),(xi,yi +δ)}, where δ is a system parameter.
It is straightforward to set δ as a constant value, for example, δ = 0.01. However,
determining the value of δ more subtly could result in a good solution in shorter time. Given
the search space, larger δ means more unlikely to get the global optimal solution, while
smaller δ results longer running time. Here we are considering a neighborhood structure
strategy to reduce the running time without losing too much the quality of the solution. In
detail, instead of using a constant δ, our SA can initialize the δ to a ’large’ value, such
as δ = 3, and then keep on decreasing δ in each iteration. Intuitively, the thinking of
this strategy is starting form a coarse search and gradually turning to a refined search.
Technically, in each iteration of our SA, the value of δ is updated with the following Eq.
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(5.2):
δt = lb + r(δt−1− lb) (5.2)
In Eq. (5.2), lb and r are system parameters, in which lb denotes the lower bound of
δ and r means the decrease ratio. Currently, we set lb = 0.05 and r = 0.7. Moreover, as
mentioned above, the initial value of δ is set to δ0 = 3. In our indoor location problem,
updating the δ with Eq. (5.2) , the running time of our SA is much shorter than set δ as
a constant value, for example δ = 0.01, without losing the quality of the solutions. The
corresponding experiment results will be shown in following sections.
For every i, a collection of positive coefficients qi j, j ∈ S(i), such that ∑i∈S( j) qi j = 1, it
is assumed that j ∈ S(i) if and only if i ∈ S( j). An SA algorithm consists of a discrete time
Markov chain. If the current state x(t) is equal to i, choose a neighbor j of i at random, and
the probability that any particular j ∈ S(i) is selected is equal to qi j [Bertsimas and Tsit-
siklis, 1993]. Currently In this research each neighbor of a given state is selected with an
equal probability of 1/4. We may also define δ as a random variable with some distribution
(e.g., Gaussian distribution), and hence qi j will never be a constant. Once a neighbor j is
chosen, the next state x(t+1) is determined as follows [Bertsimas and Tsitsiklis, 1993]:
p(x(t +1) = j|x(t) = i) = qi j · exp[−
1
T (t)
·max{0,J( j)− J(i)}]] (5.3)
where T (t) is the temperature at time t, which will be discussed in more detail in the next
section. Note that the probability of accepting a worse state is a function of both the current
system temperature and the change in the objective function. If the temperature decreases,
the probability of accepting worse moves decreases, and If T (t) = 0, no worse moves are
accepted (i.e. SA degenerated to hill climbing). On the contrary, the higher the temperature,
the more likely a worse solution will be accepted.
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5.5 Cooling Schedule
In SA, the cooling schedule defines how the temperature decrease during iterations of the
algorithm. The cooling schedule is one of the factors that affects whether the SA will
succeeded and affects how long it will take to find the global optimum. Mathematically, the
cooling schedule is a nonincreasing function T : N→ (0,∞). Here N is the set of positive
integers, and T (t) is called the temperature at time t. Some methods have been proposed
to determine the cooling schedule, for example, genetic algorithm has been applied to
determine the cooling schedule [Miki et al., 2003]. Here we just list three simple cooling
schedules given by Press et al. [2002].
1. The temperature is updated by Tnew = α · Told after every m iterations, where α is
the cooling parameter, 0 < α < 1. The value of α and m can be determined by
experiment.
2. Supposed the total number of iterations is K, the index of current iteration is k, then
after each m steps, the current temperature is defined by T = Tstart(1− kK )
α, α is a
constant, usually can be set to 1, 2, or 4. Large values of α results in more iterations
at lower temperature.
3. The temperature is decreased by T = β ·( f (xcurrent)− f (x?)) after every m iterations,
where f (xcurrent) is the objective function value at current variable value xcurrent and
f (x?) is the objective function value at the best solution so far x?. β is still a constant
than can be tuned in experiments.
In our SA algorithm, we pick the first cooling schedule list which is simple and pop-
ular in applications [Bertsimas and Tsitsiklis, 1993, Shojaee et al., 2010], in the cooling
schedule, we set m = 1, which means the temperature is updated at the end of each itera-
tion. Hence in our project, the cooling schedule can be defined as:
T (t +1) = α ·T (t) (5.4)
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Note in Eq. (5.4), cooling parameter α and initial temperature T (0) are two parameter
to be determined. Smaller α a quicker cooling process, yet is more likely to get local
minima, while larger α implies a slower cooling process and leads to better solutions, yet
with longer computation times. Experience has shown that α should be between 0.8 and
0.99 [Aarts et al., 2003, Brusco and Steinley, 2007, Brusco et al., 2008, Ceulemans et al.,
2007, Murillo et al., 2005, Vera et al., 2007] , currently we set α = 0.9 . Regarding the
initial temperature, T (0) must be hot enough to allow accessing almost all neighborhood,
otherwise the SA algorithm will degenerate to Hill Climbing algorithm. On the other hand,
T (0) should not be so hot that SA will conduct a random search in a long time. How
to set the initial temperature is a research topic and there are several methods has been
proposed in different applications (e.g. Shojaee et al. [2010], Pao et al. [1999], Lin et al.
[1993], Thompson and Bilbro [2005], Chen et al. [1998]). Currently we just set the initial
temperature T (0) = 1, the elegant method to initialize the temperature will be one of the
future works of this research.
5.6 Starting Solution
The starting solution is an initial state x(0) ∈ S. When implementing SA to solve an op-
timization problem, selecting the initial state (starting point) is also important because it
may greatly affect the convergence time and even the quality of the final solution.
In our current model, at the beginning of the procedure, we generate a random solution
as the starting point of SA to get the solution of current state, and then the solution of current
state is used as the starting point of SA to get the solution of the next state. In our future
work, we will try the method that originally proposed by Fuicu et al. [2009a] to generate
the solution, as then use it as starting point of SA.
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5.7 Stopping Criterions
From the point of view of implementations, in SA, there are two stopping criterions that
control the algorithm. One is the termination condition, which determines when to ter-
minate the SA procedure, the other one is the temperature condition that determine when
to stop the search at current temperature and decrease the current temperature to a new
temperature according to the cooling schedule.
Regarding the termination condition, theoretically the SA algorithm assumes that an-
nealing will continue until temperature is zero, however this will make the algorithm run
very long, especially when the cooling schedule Eq. (5.4) is applied. Practically, it is not
necessary to require the temperature being zero because the chances of accepting a worse
move will also be very small when the temperature tends to zero. Hence, the termination
condition can either be a predefined low temperature or when the system is frozen at the
current temperature (i.e. no better or worse moves can be accepted). In our system, the
predefined low temperature is 1e−8, and the ”frozen” condition is defined as: if the total
number of consecutive rejected tries exceeds a predefined system parameter MaxConsRej,
then stop the search at current temperature. Previously we set MaxConsRe j = 1000. In the
experiments, we found that in our project decreasing the value of MaxConsRej appropri-
ately can reduce the running time and keep the quality of the solution. Currently, we set
MaxConsRe j = 500. The detail of the experiment results will be introduced in following
sections.
The second stopping criterion, the temperature condition, controls the number of iter-
ations at a temperature. Theoretically we need to allow enough tries at each temperature
so that the system can stabilises at that temperature. Hence the simple way to set the tem-
perature condition is just set the parameter MaxTries, which restrict the maximum number
of iterations at each temperature, as a constant, for example, MaxTries = 300. However,
to stabilise at the temperature, the algorithm needs to set the number of iterations might to
be exponential to the problem size. Another option, which is first proposed by Lundy and
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Mees [1986], is to do one iteration at each temperature,while the temperature decreases
too slowly to be applied in our project. There is still another alternative idea which dy-
namically changes the number of iterations as the algorithm progresses. In detail, at lower
temperatures, a larger number of iterations are needed to fully explore the local optimums,
while at higher temperatures, the number of iterations can be less. To implement this idea,
instead of defining MaxTries as a constant value, we suggested a simple linear function to
increase the number of maximum tries at each temperature with the progress of SA. The
following Eq. (5.5) is the linear function that updates MaxTries in each iteration.
MaxTries(t +1) = MaxTries(t)+β (5.5)
In the Eq. (5.5), we currently set the parameter β=0.3 and the initial value of MaxTries(0)=
10. In this way, we speed up the SA algorithm, and the corresponding experiment results
will be shown in following sections.
With these enhancements, our algorithm is able to achieve comparable solutions in
only 20% of the computation time required, as presented in the experimental results section
below.
5.8 Summary
SA has become a popular optimization approach of the non-derivative based methods
thanks, mainly, to its guaranteed convergence upon running a sufficiently large number of
iterations. Though a robust technique, SAs drawbacks include the need for a great deal of
computer time for many runs and carefully chosen tunable parameters, especially defining
a good cooling schedule, neighborhood mapping, initial temperature and stopping criteri-
ons. To speed up the system, in this research, we developed a gradually refined search by
defining a dynamic neighborhood structure and we also defined a new stopping criterion
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that allows more iterations at lower temperatures. Potential solutions to improve the ef-
ficiency of SA and reduce its computational time further includes elegant methods to set
initial temperature and initial solution of SA, as well as parallel implementation of SA. We
will explore these ideas in our future work.
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Introducing More Realistic Constraints
In section 3.4, Eq. (3.12) defines the constraint in k-step optimization, which restricts
the euclidean distance between two adjacent groups to be not too big, i.e. the euclidean
distance should be smaller than the time interval between the two adjacent groups times
the predefined maximum walking speed of customers. However, the straight line segment
connects the two adjacent groups may pass through a shelf, or even some shelves, which
means the straight line segment is not a valid path. Hence we need to consider a more
realistic constraint based on a valid path. In addition, we also need to prevent the predicted
location of the shopping cart from being included in the regions of shelves, so one more
constraint should be introduced into the model to fulfill the task. This section will focus on
the two types constraints discussed above, and we will start from the latter one, which is
much more simpler than the former one.
6.1 Constraints Regarding In-shelf Case
As discussed above, when minimizing the objective function (3.9), we also want to prevent
the predicted location within the regions of shelves in the store. Here the region of a shelf is
a rectangle that located on the floor of the store and a point within the region can be shown
in Fig. 6.1.








Figure 6.1: A Point Locating in the Region of a Rectangle
NC is the number of total groups as defined in section 3.4. (ap,bp), (ap,dp), (cp,dp)
and (cp,bp) denote the vertices of the pth rectangle respectively, 1 ≤ p ≤ NR, where NR
denotes the number of rectangles (shelves). According to Computational Geometry [Berg
et al., 2000, Berg, 2008], to determine if the point (xi,yi) is in the rectangle, we need to test
if the following condition is satisfied.
(ap < xi < cp)∧ (bp < yi < dp) (6.1)
Therefore, the constraints to prevent the point within the rectangle can be described as
formula (6.2)
¬((ap < xi < cp)∧ (bp < yi < dp))⇔¬(ap < xi < cp)∨¬(bp < yi < dp)
⇔ (xi < ap)∨ (cp < xi)∨ (bp < yi)∨ (dp < yi)
1≤ p≤ Np
(6.2)
Hence the k-step optimization model defined in section 3.4 is updated by introducing
constraints described by formula (6.2) into the model.
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Note that formula (6.2) consists of a set of linear inequality constraints, but these
constraints are connected by disjunction operators. In formula (6.2), the total number of
disjunct linear constraints is 4Np, which means that the updated model can be transformed
into 4Np subproblems, each one is of standard form of a continuous optimization problems
[Boyd and Vandenberghe, 2004]. 1
Hence the optimization problem here will be very complicated when Np is a big num-
ber, and we can still apply SA to solve it. In SA, the objective function is the sum of squared
error of RSS plus a penalty term to penalize the case that the predicted location is within




In formula (6.5), γ is the penalty parameter, P is the rectangles set corresponding to
the shelves’ regions, A is one rectangle belongs to P, (x,y) is the predicted location and
1A((x,y) is the indicator function defined as follows:
1A((xi,yi)) =
{1, (xi,yi) ∈ A
0, (xi,yi) /∈ A
(6.6)
Computationally, formula (6.2) is applied to calculate the value of formula (6.5). In
next section, we will discuss the other constraint, which is based on the valid path. After
that, the complete objective function in SA will be defined.
1The standard form of a (continuous) optimization problem is:
Minimize f(x)
Subject to:
gi(x)≤ 0, i = 1, . . . ,m (6.3)
h j(x) = 0, j = 1, . . . ,n (6.4)
Where
f (x) : Rn→ R is the objective function to be minimized over the variable x.
gi(x)≤ 0 are called inequality constraints.
h j(x) = 0 are called equality constraints.
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6.2 Constraints Based on Valid Path
As what we discussed in the beginning of this section, we need to refine the constraint
defined in formula (3.12) by replacing the euclidean distance with the length of the shortest





Figure 6.2: An Example of Euclidean Distance and the Shortest Valid Path
In Fig. 6.2, the shadowed rectangles represent the regions of shelves located in the
store, A denotes the predicted location of at time ti, B denotes the predicted location of at
time τi+1. The euclidean distance is the length of the straight line segment AB, however,
in the figure we can see that AB passes through a shelf, which means that it is not a valid
path. In this case, practically the shortest valid path is the polyline AV 1V 2B. Then the
problem here can be described as: given two points is the topview of the store, how to
find the shortest valid path between the two points. Note that in Fig. 6.2, without loss of
generality, the rectangles are placed vertically or horizontally. In the following discussion,
we will analyze three different cases of locations of point A and point B, and then we will
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propose the computational procedure to find the shortest valid path.
6.2.1 Analysis of the Valid Path in Three Different Cases




















Figure 6.3: The First Case of Locations of Point A and Point B
Fig. 6.3 shows the first case in which both point A and point B located in the area that
the shelves nearby are placed horizontally. In the figure, to find the shortest valid path from
point A to point B, we actually have two options: move form point A to ”Aisle1” and then
continue to find the shortest valid path from the point V3 , which is on ”Aisle1”, to point
B; or move from point A to ”Aisle2”, and then continue to find the shortest valid path from
the point V3 , which is on ”Aisle2”, to point B. Note that in this case when the shopping
cart is moved on a aisle, no matter it is ”Aisle1” or ”Aisle2”, the rest part of the length
of shortest valid path can be calculated as the Manhattan distance [Krause, 1987] from the
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point on the aisle to point B. Hence we can just calculate the two options respectively, and
pick the shorter one as the shortest valid path.
Now let us see another case as shown in Fig. 6.4, in which both point A and point B





















Figure 6.4: The Second Case of Locations of Point A and Point B
In Fig. 6.4, the story is very similar to the first case above.Here the two options are
based on two corridors, ”Corridor1” and ”Corridor2”, instead of the two aisles, ”Aisle1”
and ”Aisle2”, in the first case. When the shopping cart is moved in a corridor, the next step
is still calculating the Manhattan distance from the point in the corridor to point B, and then
pick a shorter path as the shortest valid path.
Finally, Fig. 6.5 shows the third case that one the two points is located in the area
that the shelves nearby are placed horizontally, while the other point is located in the area
that the shelves nearby are placed vertically. Without loss of generality, suppose point A is





















Figure 6.5: The Third Case of Locations of Point A and Point B
In Fig. 6.5, the two options for the shopping cart at point A are still based on two
aisles, and the next step is still calculating the Manhattan distance from the point on the
aisle to point B, and at last pick a shorter path from the two options.
6.2.2 The Algorithm to Calculate the Shortest Valid Path
According to the discussion in the section 6.2.1, when the straight line segment that con-
nects the two adjacent points passes through a shelf, the length of the shortest valid path
depends on the arrangement of the shelves and the locations of the points, which can be
calculated by algorithm 2.
In algorithm 2, a straight line segment passes through a rectangle if the straight line
segment cross any edge of the rectangle, which is also a straight line segment. So the
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Algorithm 2 The Algorithm to Calculate The Length of Shortest Valid Path
Input the grocery store map that contains the information of Shelves
Input the two adjacent points A and B
Generate the Corridors and Aisles for the store
if straight line segment AB passes through any shelf then
if Point A is in the region that shelves nearby are placed vertically then
Generate two candidates path by moving from A to 2 nearest aisles respectively,
and the rest parts for the two candidates are both Manhattan distance
else
Generate two candidates path by moving from A to 2 nearest corridors respectively,
and the rest parts for the two candidates are both Manhattan distance
end if
return the length of the shorter candidate
else
return the length of straight line segment AB
end if
problem here becomes to determine if two straight line segments have intersection point,
which can be solved by the algorithm from Computational Geometry [Berg, 2008] [Urrutia,
1999] as shown in algorithm 3:
Algorithm 3 The Algorithm to Test If Two Line Segment Intersect
Input two straight line segments ab and cd
if CCW(a,c,d)=CCW(b,c,d) then
return FALSE





The key idea of algorithm 3 is based on the truth that two straight line segments ab
and cd intersect if and only if the points a and b are on opposite sides of the line cd, and the
points c and d are on opposite sides of the line ab.
In algorithm 3,the counterclockwise test function CCW( ) are applied to determine if
two points A and B are on opposite sides of the line CD. In detail, A and B are on opposite
sides of straight line CD if and only if exactly one of the two triples A, C, D and B, C, D is







Figure 6.6: Procedure to Test if AB and CD Intersects
Suppose the three points P1, P2 and P3, the corresponding coordinates of the three
points are denoted as (xi−1,yi−1), (xi,yi) and (xi+1,yi+1) respectively. the function CCW(
) is defined as:
CCW (P1,P2,P3) =
{
True, ((xi− xi−1),(yi− yi−1))× ((xi+1− xi),(yi+1− yi))> 0
False, otherwise
(6.7)
6.2.3 New Constraints Based on Valid Path
According to the discussion above, to refine the constraints of k-step optimization model
described in section 3.4, we revise formula (3.12) as follows:
SV D((xg+1,yg+1),(xg,yg))≤ (τg+1− τg) ·Vmax
∀g ∈ {g ∈ N|∀i ∈ N,2≤ i≤ NG;max(1, i−K +1)≤ g≤ i}
(6.8)
In formula (6.8), SV D() denotes the function to calculate the length of shortest valid
path, which is fulfilled by algorithm 2. The other notations in the formula are the same
with that in the original k-step optimization model described in section 3.4. Note in this
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case there is even no analytic expression to define the constraints, which means the updated
model can not be transformed into a standard form of optimization problem. This is the
main reason that we apply SA to solve the function optimization problem in this project.
Here we still add a penalty term into the objective function to penalize the case that the
length of shortest valid path connects the adjacent two points is bigger than the predefined
maximum walking speed of customers times the time interval between the two points . The






(SV D((xg′+1,yg′+1),(xg′,yg′))− (τg′+1− τg′) ·Vmax
+ |SV D((xg′+1,yg′+1),(xg′,yg′))− (τg′+1− τg′) ·Vmax|)
(6.9)
6.3 The Updated Optimization Model
So far we have propose two types of new constraints, then based on the model proposed in
section 3.4, the updated optimization model can be described as follows:
Let P denote the the set of shelves (rectangles) in the grocery store, which is indexed
by p. The updated optimization model includes two more parameters as follows:
(ap,bp) the coordinate of the the lower left vertex of the shelf (rectangle) p
(cp,dp) the coordinate of the the upper right vertex of the shelf (rectangle) p
The updated optimization model includes the constraint that restrict the the predicted
location to be out of the region of any shelf, which can be described as:
(xi < ap)∨ (cp < xi)∨ (bp < yi)∨ (dp < yi) (6.10)
In addition, to introduce the constraint based on the shortest valid path, we replace the
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constraint described in Eq. (3.12) with the following constraint:
SV D((xg,yg),(xg−1,yg−1))≤ (τg− τg−1) ·Vmax (6.11)
The rest parts of the updated optimization model are the same as the model described
in section 3.4.
As we discussed before, in formula (6.11), there is not analytical expression for func-
tion SVD( ), which calculates the shortest valid distance between the two adjacent groups.
Hence it is difficult to transform the optimization model above into standard form of a con-
tinuous optimization problem, and traditional derivative information based optimization
techniques are not applicable to solve it. So we keep on using SA to solve the problem, in











(SV D((xg,yg),(xg−1,yg−1))− (τg− τg−1) ·Vmax
+ |SV D((xg,yg),(xg−1,yg−1))− (τg− τg−1) ·Vmax|)
(6.12)
6.4 The Limitation of Matlab Implementation
To implement the updated optimization model, we tried to just revise the previous Matlab
code by implementing the new objective function in SA. However, in the debug process,
we observed that the revised Matlab program becomes extremely slow. For example, to
process a dataset includes 2 hours records of a shopping cart in the glossary store, the
running time of the previous Matlab program is just about 1 hour and 20 minutes, while the
revised Matlab programs will use more than 5 days. This make it very difficult to debug the
code and very difficult to tune the parameters of the system. The even more serious problem
here is that the revised Matlab program becomes not acceptable in application. The main
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reason for that is the implementation of new constraints generates additional nested loop in
the Matlab code, which makes the program extremely slow.
The reason for the inefficiency of Matlab’s nested for loop is quite technical, it depends
on the way that how each MATLAB command is interpreted into machine instructions.
Matlab program speeds can be improved by using vector or matrix operations (when it
is possible) instead of loops [Attaway, 2009, Hanselman and Littlefield, 2011], but the
problem here is too complicated to be described with vector or matrix operations instead of
for loops. In addition, using tricks to replace loops with matrix operations will jeopardize
the code readability, hence it is not a good idea for industrial applications. Therefore, we
are thinking about rewriting the system with some other programming language, which is
more efficient and more eligible for industrial applications. We prefer using Java, which
is the most popular programming language, to implement the system. The details of the
implementation will be described in next chapter.
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The Implementation of the RSS Based
Indoor Locating System
As what is discussed at the end of previous chapter, when two new types of constraints
are introduced into the optimization model, the Matlab program becomes too slow because
of the nested loops of Matlab code for the new constraints. The running time problem
triggered the idea of rewriting the system with some other programming language. We
prefer Java which is the most popular professional programming language and is much
faster than Matlab, especially when handling for loop code. Actually, what Java provides
us are much more than speed in this project. This section will compare Java and Matlab
with respect to this project and then propose the design of the software system implemented
in Java.
7.1 Java VS Matlab
MATLAB started life in the 1970s which originally focusing on solving large systems of
equations through a friendly interface to call a set of smart and complicated programs.
Previously Matlab was seen as one of the ideal options for those researchers and scientists
who want to use some mathematic programs but who have not time or ability to develop
the code from the scratch. So far Matlab has been developed as a powerful and simple
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software package set and has expanded to a wide range of applications. The grammar of
Matlab is very simple, each line of the code is much like the mathematical description of a
step of the algorithm.
One weakness of Matlab is its awkwardness in handling nested loops, as what has
been discussed above. In addition, Matlab is a language that works only with MathWorks
MATLAB software, then a programs created in Matlab can only be used in Matlab. In ad-
dition, extensive porting would be need when moving Matlab code to a different platform.
Note that, other users who want to run your code would also need to use MATLAB, which
is a major weakness that can not be ignored, because Matlab is very expensive: a individ-
ual faculty or researcher license starts at $500 while a single commercial licenses may cost
$2000 or more. This will be a big barrier when using Matlab even in the first place. In
our porject, the company has more than 2000 stores, so the total license cost will be huge
even if for each store we just install one computer with Matlab. Finally, the third weakness
of Matlab is even more serious: because Matlab is a procedure-oriented programming lan-
guage, it is not eligible to be applied in large projects. The brief introduction concepts of
procedure-oriented programming and objected-oriented programming will be discussed in
next section.
In 1991 Java was started by James Gosling as the project Oak, in which the goals were
to implement a virtual machine and a language that had a familiar C-like notation and was
much more simpler than C/C++. With the promise Write Once, Run Anywhere, the first
published version Java 1.0 appeared in 1995 [Cadenhead and Lemay, 2007]. The features
of Java includes [Gosling et al., 2005] :
• Simple • Architecture neutral
• Object oriented • Portable
• Distributed • High performance
•Multithreaded • Robust
• Dynamic • Secure
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Currently Java is one of the most popular programming languages in a variety of
applications, particularly for client-server web applications. Java plat form, which is the
software environment in which Java programs run, is free to down load from corresponding
websites. In addition, the learning curve of Java is not that steep as C++. There are a large
number of Java programming books on the market. For instance, Cadenhead [2000] and
Cadenhead and Lemay [2007] are very helpful for beginners to make a quick start of their
projects with basic Java.
7.2 Procedure-oriented Programming VS Objected-oriented
Programming
One of the major reason that we turned to Java to implement the in door locating system is
based on the fact that Java is an object-oriented programming language while Matlab is a
procedure-oriented programming language, in which the former is much more professional
for large scale commercial applications. In the following of this section, we will give a
brief comparison of the concept of procedure-oriented Programming and objected-oriented
programming.
Procedure-oriented Programming is usually engaged to write code in a very concise
style and the code is designed for the end result directly. That means that procedure-
oriented programming applies a set of procedures or functions that exactly address the
problem to be solved. Intuitively, this kind of programming style may provide us with more
efficiency in application, however the obvious drawback of this approach is the difficulties
that arise in maintenance. When the project is big enough, it will be a heavy burden for the
programmer to maintain a big set of functions and procedures, in which inevitably there
are some functions or procedures that have similar functionality, which also means the
redundancy of the codes [Ganesh, 2008].
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On the other hand, Object-oriented programming (OOP) focuses on the abstract re-
lationships and a structure of related functionality. To make the maintenance much more
easier, functions and procedures with similar functionality will share a common core. Code
reuse also becomes easy by adapting the abstract base functionality for new tasks. OOP
is also very helpful in large-scale program design, by means of encapsulating and catego-
rizing the different sets of functionality used by each part of the system. Although such
organization and modularity will cost some time, they will efficiently prevent your object-
oriented system being poorly designed and becoming hard to maintain. The important
features of Object Oriented programming are: Inheritance, Polymorphism, Data Hiding,
Encapsulation, Overloading and Reusability [Coad and Nicola, 1993, Ganesh, 2008].
7.3 Implementation of The Indoor Locating System With
Java
Based on the discussion above, we Java is more appropriate than Matlab to implement the
indoor locating system. Actually, in researches and applications, the popular strategy is at
first developing quickly a prototype with Matlab to verify primitively the original key idea,
and then implementing the final research system or commercial system with some other
professional programming languages, especially those popular object-oriented program-
ming languages, such as C++ or Java. In this research, we just applied this strategy. In this
section, we will demonstrate the design and implementation of the Java implementation of
the indoor locating system.
7.3.1 Requirements Analysis
The company plans to install the indoor locating system to some of it’s grocery stores.
In each store there will be a certain number of shopping carts that are attached with a
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mobile station (signal sender) on each of them. There are also some base stations (signal
receivers) installed on the ceiling or walls of the grocery store. In the real scenario, the
system should track several shopping cart simultaneously, however currently the company
just installed the infrastructure of the indoor locating system in one grocery store, in which
there is only one shopping cart are equipped with a mobile station. So at this stage the
system just focuses on one signal source and in future work the system will be expanded
to a parallel system. By applying parallel techniques, the system can be enhanced easily
to handle multiple mobile stations case. In the real applications, the operating systems for
the infrastructure is unknown, while it is dose not matter for our Java code, thanks to the
operating system independent property of Java. Currently, the input of the system is a table
in CSV file which contains the records of a single mobile station that was collected during
a time period of about two hours. The output is the predicted locations of the shopping cart
during the time period. The evaluation of the system is based on the accuracy of the output
as well as the running time of the system.
7.3.2 The Description of the Main Function
In Java, The system need to have a method named main in at least one class. In our system,
we just have one main() function in the class name RSSLocating, in which the main()
function is the starting point of the system. The following is the pseudo code of the main()
function, from which the framework of the whole system is described.
7.3.3 The Class Diagram of the System
In the field of object-oriented software engineering, Unified Modeling Language (UML) is
a standardized general-purpose modeling language, and since 1997 it has been the industry
standard for modeling software-intensive systems [Hunt, 2000]. To illustrate the design of
the indoor RSS locating system, in Fig. (7.1) we show one type of UML diagram, the class
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Algorithm 4 The main() Function of the System
Initialize the step size k
Read the map data of the grocery store
Generate the shelves data according to the map data
Read RSS data file
Clean and smooth the data
For each base station, fit a linear RSS model with respect to the logarithm value of
distance between the base station and the mobile station
Partition the data into groups according to a predefined time period
for each group in the groups do
Use weighted location method to get an initial solution
With the initial solution and the the constraints generated by the shelves data, apply
SA to solve the k-step optimization model for current group
Record the current solution in the solution set
end for
return The solution set
diagram, in which the system’s classes, their attributes, and the relationships among the
classes are emphasized.
In Fig. (7.1), most of the essential classes are included except for the class RSSLo-
cating, which just defines the main() function of the system and the pseudo code has been
introduced in the previous subsection. A brief illustration of the classes in class diagram is
as follows:
• tinputdata: the tinputdata class encapsulate a record (a row) of the input data table,
including the time point of the record being collected, the base station’s ID, base
station’s coordinate, the coordinate of the hand-held, the RSS value captured by the
base station and the distance between the base station and the hand-held.
• base stationData: the base stationData class encapsulate all the record of one base
station, and hence the class has a member variable named zlist, which is a set (Ar-
rayList) of class tinputdata. In the algorithm, the whole input data are partitioned
into subsets according base station IDs. Each subset is a instance of base stationData
Class. In this way, the following steps such as Kalman Filter smoothing and fitting
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linear model will become simple.
• Cluster: the class Cluster described the the data in a group when partitioning the
input data into groups according to a predefined time interval. The member variable
glist is a set (ArrayList) of tinputdata.
• ClusterSet: the class ClusterSet is designed to partition the input data into groups,
in which the member variable ctlist is a set (ArrayList) of class Cluster. The member
function GenerateClusterSet() takes the responsibility of partitioning the input data
into groups, and the member function GetsubCluster() aims to generate a sequence
of k groups that will be used to define the objective function of k− step optimization
model, where k is a tunable system parameter.
• Model: class Model describes the RSS model of each base station, in which the
parameters of the linear regression model and the base station’s ID are listed. The
member function fitmodel() will find the linear relation between the RSS value and
the logarithm of the distance. The member function GenerateModel() get a model by
just assigning the values directly to the member variables.
• ModelSet: the class ModelSet records the models of all the base stations. The mem-
ber variable modelsinfo is a set (ArrayList) of class Model.
• ShelfSet: the class ShelfSet records the locations and size of shelves. the member
function GenerateModelSet() initialize the shelves information according to the map
data of the grocery store. The member function inashelf() tests if a point is located
in the region of some shelf of the grocery store, this function will be useful to im-
plement the realistic constraints mentioned in the previous chapter. The member
function passthrough() tests if the straight line segment defined by two adjacent pre-
dicted points pass through some shelf, and if they do, the valid distance between the
two points will be calculated by the member function vdistance(), which has been
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discussed in the previous chapter.
• LossClass: the objective function is described by the class LossClass. To calculated
the objective function, some member variables are defined, including a set of (k) ad-
jacent group data, named clusters, the information of the shelves, named shelfset and
the fitted regression models, named models. Given a predicted point, the objective
function can be calculated based on those member variables.
• SimulatedAnnealing: the SimulatedAnnealing Class is the optimization solver for
the k− step optimization model. In the class, the member variables are the system
parameters except for the lossval, which is member variable to record the objective
function value. In the member function annealing, the LossClass instance and the
predicted point sequence are the input arguments.
• MultipleLinearRegression: this class provide the multiple linear regression func-
tion for the give observations and dependent variable values.
Based on the class diagram above, we have successfully implemented the Java ver-
sion of the indoor RSS locating system. Compared with the previous Matlab version, the
extraordinary benefits of the Java version are:
1. The realistic constraints proposed in the previous chapter becomes tractable because
Java dose not have the nested loop problem that Matlab suffered from.
2. The OOP property of Java make the system much more easier to maintain than Mat-
lab.
3. The Java platform is free while Matlab is expensive.
4. The Java code is operating system independent so that can be easily applied to unseen
future environments.
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The performance of the Java version will be shown by the experiments results in next
chapter.
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Figure 7.1: The Class Diagram of the System
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Experiment Results
A comprehensive set of experiments has been conducted in this research for 4 purposes: a)
comparing the accuracies of our proposed holistic models and the traditional optimization
model, b) examining the effectiveness of the Kalman filter in smoothing the variations of
RSS values, c) comparing the accuracies of single-step and multiple-step models, and d)
comparing the computational performance of traditional optimization algorithms, general
SA algorithm, and our enhanced SA algorithm.
A dataset, with around 108,500 records, was provided by the company for the eval-
uation of these models and algorithms. The dataset includes the RSS values of more than
50 base stations, collected over a two-hour span at one of the test stores. These records
are divided into four-second intervals, which are translated into a total of nearly 1,600
optimization problems. All the experiments are performed on a notebook computer with
2.0GHZ Pentium Duo2 CPU and 4G RAM.
8.1 Experiment 1. Comparison of Traditional and Holis-
tic Models
The first experiment is designed to compare the location accuracies of the traditional se-
quential model, defined by Eq. (3.6), the single-step holistic model, defined by Eq. (3.8),
and the multi-step holistic model, defined by Eqs. (3.9) and (3.12). In this experiment, all
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models are solved by Matlab through its optimization function fmincon().
Table 8.1 summarizes the results of various configurations of the models. Here, col-
umn “Steps” represents the number of steps in the optimization models, “Kalman Filter”
refers to whether Kalman filter has been used to smooth RSS values, “Mean Error” is the
mean of estimation errors, “Standard Deviation of Errors” is the standard deviation of esti-
mation errors, and “Improvement %” represents the percentage improvement of the holistic
models over traditional models. In addition, under column “Path Loss Model” in Table 8.1,
there are two possible entries, single model and multiple model. The former refers to fit-
ting a single linear log-model for all base stations, while the latter refers to fitting a linear
log-model for each base station.
Table 8.1: Results of Transitional and Holistic Models, With and Without Kalman Filter
Section Steps Path Loss Model Kalman Filter Traditional Traditional Holistic Holistic Improvement
Single/Multiple Yes/No Mean Error Stdev Mean Error Stdev %
1-step single No 5.08 2.60 4.28 2.22 15.5
NKS 2-step single No 5.05 2.56 4.26 2.18 15.6
3-step single No 5.04 2.56 4.24 2.14 15.8
1-step multiple No 8.41 12.28 4.02 2.04 52.2
NKM 2-step multiple No 7.17 6.77 4.01 2.04 44.0
3-step multiple No 6.53 4.64 3.98 2.00 39.1
1-step single Yes 4.76 2.33 4.01 2.08 16.0
KS 2-step single Yes 4.76 2.33 4.00 2.07 16.0
3-step single Yes 4.76 2.33 4.00 2.06 16.0
1-step multiple Yes 5.67 7.52 3.88 1.98 31.6
KM 2-step multiple Yes 5.20 4.13 3.87 1.99 25.6
3-step multiple Yes 4.97 2.98 3.85 1.95 22.5
The results in Table 8.1 are divided into four sections, shown in the ”Section” column:
”NKS” refers to no Kalman filter and single path loss Models, ”NKM” refers to no Kalman
filter and multiple path loss models, ”KS” refers to Kalman filter and single path loss Mod-
els, and ”KM” refers to Kalman filter and multiple path loss models. Important findings
from the table can be summarized as follows.
• Comparison of Traditional Sequential and Proposed Holistic Models. Column “Im-
provement %” clearly shows that our proposed holistic optimization models outper-
forms the traditional optimization models, with about 15.5% to 15.8% of mean error
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reduction for the NKS models, 39.1% to 52.2% of mean error reduction in the NKM
models, 16.0% of mean error reduction for the KS models, and 22.5% to 31.6% of
mean error reduction in the KM models. These results suggest that the improvement
in location estimation of the holistic models over the traditional models is the most
significant when multiple path loss models to use to fit data of different base stations.
• Comparison of Models with and without Kalman Filter. Comparing the results of the
models with the Kalman filter (KS and KM models) and those without the Kalman
filter (NKS and NKM models), we can see that the Kalman filter is effective in im-
proving the location estimation accuracy. More details of the comparisons are listed
below.
a) Among the traditional and single path loss models, compared to the models with-
out the Kalman filter, those with the Kalman filter reduce the mean error from about
5.04 ∼ 5.08 meters in average to 4.76 meters, or a reduction of around 6%.
b) Among the traditional and multiple path loss models, compared to the models
without the Kalman filter, those with the Kalman filter reduce the mean error from
about 6.53 ∼ 8.41 meters to 4.97 ∼ 5.67 meters in average, or a reduction of around
28.4%.
c) Among the holistic and single path loss models, compared to the models without
the Kalman filter, those with the Kalman filter reduce the mean error from about 4.24
∼ 4.28 meters to 4.00 meters in average, or a reduction of around 6%.
d) Among the holistic and multiple path loss models, compared to the models without
the Kalman filter, those with the Kalman filter reduce the mean error from about 3.98
∼ 4.02 meters to 3.85 ∼ 3.88 meters in average, or a reduction of around 3.41%.
Therefore, the above findings suggest that Kalman filter is more effective in improv-
ing location estimation accuracies for traditional models than for holistic models.
• The Effects of Using Multiple-Step Models. Table 8.1 also summarizes the results
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of optimization models with 3 different steps, 1-step, 2-step, and 3-step. As we can
see from the table, as the number of steps increases, the errors of location estimation
tend to decrease. Large reductions are especially seen in traditional NKM and KM
models, in which the mean error rate is reduced by more than 8% (8.41 to 7.17 in
NKM, 5.67 to 5.20 in KM) from the 1-step models to 2-step models, and is further
reduced by more than 4% (7.17 to 6.53 in NKM, 5.20 to 4.97 in KM) from the 2-step
models to 3-step models. The number of steps does not seem to significantly affect
the performance of single path loss models or holistic models.
• Compare Single and Multiple Path Loss Models: The major differences between
the NKS and NKM models, and between the KS and KM models, are the path loss
models used. The NKS and KS models use a single path loss model, derived from
all the data of all the base stations. In the NKM and KM models, on the other hand,
a path loss model is derived for each base station. Table 8.1 shows that for holistic
models, they can achieve better performance when using multiple path loss models
compared to single path loss models, ranging from about 3% to 6% reduction in
mean error. For the traditional models, on the contrary, multiple path loss models
lead to inferior performance than single loss models. These findings suggest that the
holistic models are more robust and less subject to variations of base stations than
the traditional models.
In a nutshell, as demonstrated in Table 8.1, our proposed holistic models consistently
obtain more accurate location estimations than the traditional model discussed in the lit-
erature. The model with the best accuracy (with mean error of 3.85 meters and standard
deviation of 1.95 meters) contains the Kalman filter to smooth the noise of input data, mul-
tipe path loss models (one for each base staion), and three-step optimization. In addition,
the holistic models have more consistent performance across different configurations than
traditional models.
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8.2 Experiment 2. Comparison of Algorithm Performance
The second experiment was designed to evaluate the computational requirement of the pro-
posed holistic models and the performance of proposed enhanced SA algorithm, described
in section 4. The baseline performance of an optimization solver is provided by Matlab
optimization function fmincon(). A general SA algorithm and the enhanced SA algorithm
are implemented in Java. In the experiment, the following parameters are used in the gen-
eral SA algorithm: the neighborhood structure parameter is a constant δ = 0.0001; the start
temperature is T0 = 1, the cooling schedule parameter is α = 0.9, the same as that in the
enhanced SA; the temperature condition parameter is MaxIterations = 300; the predefined
stopping temperature is 10−8; and the ”frozen” condition MaxConsRe j is set to 500, the
same as that in the enhanced SA.
Table 8.2 summarizes the location estimation errors and computational time of three-
step optimization models, in which the results are grouped under “O” – optimization,
“GSA” – general simulated annealing, and “ESA” – enhanced simulated annealing. Be-
cause the parameters of the Kalman filter and the selection of single path loss versus multi-
ple path loss models only affect the location estimation accuracies of the models, not their
computational complexity, we only report the best accuracy results of the models. In addi-
tion,although the Euclidean distance can be modeled as a nonlinear constraint, defined in
Eq. (3.12), realistic constraints can not be mathematically formulated, and thus cannot be
solved by MatLab optimization tools.
As we can see from Table 8.2, our proposed enhanced SA algorithm is able to ob-
tain similar location accuracies as the optimization algorithm implemented by the MatLab
function, while its computational time is considerably shorter (by approximately 30 times).
The general SA is about five to six times faster than the MatLab optimization tool, with
comparable mean estimation errors in the holistic models. Compared to the general SA,
our enhanced SA is about five times faster and gives more accurate location estimation than
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Table 8.2: Computational Performance of Three-Step Models with Various Algorithms
Case Model Constraint Solver Mean Error (m) Stdev Error (m) Time(s)
O.1 Traditional Euclidean Matlab 4.97 2.98 3,014
O.2 Holistic Euclidean Matlab 3.85 1.97 2,911
O.3 Traditional Realistic Matlab N/A N/A N/A
O.4 Holistic Realistic Matlab N/A N/A N/A
GSA.1 Traditional Euclidean General SA 5.34 5.49 612
GSA.2 Holistic Euclidean General SA 3.89 1.99 489
GSA.3 Traditional Realistic General SA 5.34 5.52 596
GSA.4 Holistic Realistic General SA 3.88 1.99 494
ESA.1 Traditional Euclidean Enhanced SA 4.98 3.04 127
ESA.2 Holistic Euclidean Enhanced SA 3.88 1.99 97
ESA.3 Traditional Realistic Enhanced SA 5.01 3.17 132
ESA.4 Holistic Realistic Enhanced SA 3.88 1.99 96
the traditional model.
Although using the realistic constraints results in similar location estimation accura-
cies as the Euclidean distance in this experiment, the estimated position of the object being
tracked is more feasible (e.g., it is less likely that the estimated position of the object is on
a shelf) under the realistic constraints.
Finally, computational time can be further shortened by reducing the number of steps
in the optimization models from three to one, as reported in Table 8.3. Comparing the re-
sults in Tables 8.2 and 8.3, we can see that although 1-step traditional models have large
location estimation errors than 3-step traditional models, the accuracies of the holistic mod-
els remain the same at different steps. while the computational time of the 1-step holistic
models is reduced by about 3 times.
Note that the computation time presented in the Table 8.3 represents the time taken to
solve nearly 1,600 optimization problems, as mentioned at the beginning of section 5. This
is equivalent to solving each optimization problem in about less than 20 milliseconds (27
minutes/1600) using the 1-step holistic model with the enhanced SA . The results suggest
that if we are to update the location of a base station every 3 to 4 seconds, we can simulta-
neously handle about 50 mobile stations per second on a regular notebook computer. Given
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Table 8.3: Computational Performance of One-Step Models with Various Algorithms
Case Model Constraint Solver Mean Error (m) Stdev Error (m) Time(s)
O.1 Traditional Euclidean Matlab 5.67 7.52 1,309
O.2 Holistic Euclidean Matlab 3.85 1.99 1,353
O.3 Traditional Realistic Matlab – – –
O.4 Holistic Realistic Matlab – – –
GSA.1 Traditional Euclidean General SA 6.10 11.20 178
GSA.2 Holistic Euclidean General SA 3.88 1.99 140
GSA.3 Traditional Realistic General SA 6.10 11.20 180
GSA.4 Holistic Realistic General SA 3.89 1.99 139
ESA.1 Traditional Euclidean Enhanced SA 5.65 7.34 34
ESA.2 Holistic Euclidean Enhanced SA 3.88 1.99 28
ESA.3 Traditional Realistic Enhanced SA 5.65 7.40 33
ESA.4 Holistic Realistic Enhanced SA 3.88 1.99 27
that a modern computer (an Intel core i7, 8G of RAM desktop computer) is about 10 times
faster than the notebook computer used in the experiment, we can simultaneously solve
hundreds of mobile stations at a time, which seems to be sufficient for tracking customers
at a store in real time.
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Conclusions and Future Work
9.1 Conclusions
This research is motivated by a giant retailer’s desire to track its customer behavior through
the implementation of a low-cost indoor location system using received signal devices. To
solve the problem, we first applied the Kalman filter to smooth the raw data, and then
for each base station, a logarithmic linear model is fitted to validate the RSS signal and
estimated distance. A holistic optimization method is proposed to get robust solutions
to the problem, in which the objective of the model is to minimize the SSE of RSS. The
model is further extended to multiple-step optimization model with the constraints to ensure
that the distance between adjacent two steps satisfies a given maximum walking speed of
customers. Then a prototype is implemented with Matlab and Matlab optimization package
is applied to solve the model. In addition, a general SA algorithm is also implemented
to solve the problem. Primitive experiment results shows the efficiency of the proposed
method.
Furthermore, two types of more realistic constraints are introduced into the proposed
model to take the place of the previous constraints. The first type of constraints aim to
prevent the predicted locations from being within the region of any shelf of the grocery
store. The second type of constraints restrict the maximum length of the valid distance,
instead of the Euclidean distance, between the adjacent two steps should satisfies a given
maximum walking speed of customers. With the two types of realistic constraints, the
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proposed optimization model becomes so complicated that it is difficult for Matlab program
to handle it with a tolerable running time. Considering the future commercial applications,
we rewrote the whole model with Java. In addition, to speed up the system further, we
proposed an enhanced SA algorithm. In detail, we developed a gradually refined search by
defining a dynamic neighborhood structure and we also defined a new stopping criterion
that allows more iterations at lower temperatures. Our preliminary computational results
have demonstrated that our proposed approach outperforms the traditional model. The
proposed optimization model is currently being adopted by our client.
The proposed system has the following five major merits. First, it is of a low cost
compared to finger printing techniques. Second, it has the capability to handle incomplete
data compared to other modeling techniques (e.g. neural network) whose performance
can be greatly affected by missing values. Third, the objective of the regression model
is to minimize the sum squared of errors (SSE) of signal strength rather than the SSE of
distances used in the traditional sequential approach and it has been shown to lead to better
and more robust solutions. Fourth, the system links multiple time intervals into a multi-
step optimization procedure that constrains the length of the shortest valid path between
successive steps to be within a feasible speed limit. Fifth, the system is further enhanced
to prevent locations of infeasible regions within the store in the multi-step optimization.
Furthermore, an enhanced simulated annealing (SA) algorithm is developed to speed up
the computation for solving the optimization problem.
9.2 Future Work
Several enhancements to our current model are proposed in the next step of our research,
listed as below.
1. Initial Solution of SA: The initial solution can affect the quality of the output solution
of SA, as well as the running time. In this research, at the beginning of the procedure,
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we generate a random solution as the starting point of SA to get the solution of current
state, and then the solution of current state is used as the starting point of SA to get
the solution of the next state. To try an alternative initial solution, the geometric
method proposed by [Fuicu et al., 2009a] (see Eqs. (2.6)–(2.14) ), is considered in
future work.
2. Cooling Schedule and Initial Temperature of SA: To enhance the performance of SA,
different cooling schedule and different initial temperature can be tried, such as the
method mentioned in [Kuo, 2010] (see Eqs. (2.17) and (2.18)).
3. Parallelization of SA: There are two types of methods to parallelize SA, one aim to
speed up the algorithm by typically partitioning the domain into some subregions,
and then conducting general SA simultaneously in each subregion [Kalashnikov and
Kostenko, 2008]; the other one tries to make the algorithm more effective by keeping
more than one current states [Lin et al., 2011]. In the future work, we plan to propose
a more powerful parallel SA algorithm by combining these two idea together.
4. In commercial applications, the system needs to trace several shopping carts simul-
taneously, which is a high level parallelization of the system. We plan to apply the
popular parallel computing plat form Hadoop MapReduce [Lam, 2010, White, 2009]
to fulfill the task.
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